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REGIONAL OVERVIEW
Donald D. MacPhail
The Southwestern and Rocky Mountain Division of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science has been fortunate to attract
an outstanding group of participants who are recognized regionally and
nationally for their special fields of interest. Here, the focus is on the
problems of the High Plains as a zone of periodic aridity. The symposium
addresses itself to the environmental problems that characterize the
region.
The High Plains are well named. From the foot of the mountains,
where elevations average somewhat higher or lower than 5,500 ft. above
sea level, the plains and valleys slope eastward to about 1,500 ft. above
the same datum. They stretch outward from the front of the Rockies for
hundreds of miles. Visitors a century ago viewed the region more as
desert than the vast semi-arid land of short, bunchy buffalo grass and
blue grama that it was. From the flank of the Laramie Range in Wyoming,
the High Plains sweep southward through west and central Nebraska,
eastern Colorado, western Kansas, into the Panhandles of Oklahoma and
Texas. South of the Canadian River, they resume under the name of the
Llano Estacado or Staked Plains.
A century ago, ranching dominated. As more settlers arrived, the
plains became tied more and more closely to the mountains in the west.
First, the mineral wealth of the Rockies helped to found the cities along
the mountain front (Fig. 1). Then, the mountains provided the only
reliable source of moisture for the thirsty plains to the east. Small wonder
then that a string of cities in the "Front Range Corridor" began to evolve
between southeastern Wyoming and southern Colorado.
In the past decade, the mountain-front communities have experienced unprecedented growth. The same was true of cities in the west Texas
plains. Typical of the West, the present settlement pattern is nodal and
the densest areas of population are in places where irrigation is best
developed (4). It is here where urban expansion presently occurs, as it has
for the past two decades. In the north, the largest centers include Denver,
Colorado Springs, and Pueblo; in the south. Amarillo, Lubbock, Midland,
and Odessa. There was a population exodus from the eastern plains
border in the period between 1940 and 1960 (2). At the same time,
growth accelerated in the cities. The growth patterns in Colorado
illustrate this well. The population statistics of Colorado emphasize the
overwhelming urban character of the State and its rapid rate of increase
(3). The situation has prompted demographers to forecast a "Front Range
Megalopolis" extending from Cheyenne, Wyoming to Pueblo, Colorado.
Increased population brings increased demands for water. So it is on
the Eastern Slope of the Front Range and the Sangre de Cristo
Mountains. Unable to obtain sufficient quantities of water from their
own river basins, the cities of eastern Colorado depend on additional
2
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Figure 1. Average Annual Runoff (4)
water supplies brought by transmountain diversion systems from west
of the Contmental Divide.
Population dynamics have set off a competition for water m the
eastern plains. Nowhere is this better illustrated than in the Colorado
legislature. The State's House and Senate have been the hub of a
vigorous and sometimes bitter debate over laws designed to regulate
ground water and related land use. On one side are the present users —
farmers and communities with established rights — allied with planning
agencies. On the other, the developers and related interests favor
continued growth without restraint on water use or regard to environmental impact. The stakes are high and the effects will be longlasting.
Marion Clawson, writing in Aridity and Man ten years ago, predicted
that most of the present irrigated farmland of the Colorado Piedmont
will change to urban-industrial uses (4). This may be, but there are some
who question the long-range wisdom of such a fundamental change (1,
5). The irrigated portions of Weld County, Colorado, for example, have
helped to make that county one of the ten most productive agricultural
counties in the nation and establish it as the leader in the feeding of cattle
and calves Can Colorado wisely allow rich farmland to disappear when it
presently provides important balance to the State's economy and a future
regional food reserve?
3

As the conflict for water continues, the related problem of drought
becomes an ever-increasing hazard. In his presidential address before the
Association of American Geographers in 1970, John R. Borchert of the
University of Minnesota discussed the prospects of another "dust bowl"
on the High Plains in the present decade of the 1970s. He pointed out that
there appears to be a 21-year cycle of drought, give or take a year or two.
H. E. Thomas of the U.S. Geological Survey establishes midpoints of the
last four periods of extensive drought on the Great Plains as 1892,1912,
1934, and 1953 (6). Borchert stated that there appears to be a significant
difference in the geographic extent of drought on the plains. Stress
centered on the south in the 1910s and 1950s, and with greater severity
further north in the 1890s and 1930s (Fig. 2). Those who are intrigued
with cycles may watch with interest to see if a drought in fact occurs
within the next three or four years and, if it comes, whether it will be as
widespread and severe as that of the 1930s. Equally fascinating will be the
role played by the specter of drought, should it come, in the present
struggle for the acquisition of water.

Figure 2. Summer Drought on the Plains
4

The High Plains pose many problems for man. Those which are
related to the relatively unusual semiarid environments of the region are
those which concern us here — those problems pertaining to weather, to
water, and to man on the land. First, we will look at specific and general
topics relating to the peculiarities of climate and of water resources.
Then, attention centers on the challenge and changes in the uses of the
land, and to looking ahead to alternatives available to the residents of the
High Plains and the adjacent valleys of the Piedmont along the mountain
front.
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PART II. ADJUSTMENTS TO REGIONAL
WEATHER PROBLEMS

7

LEE WINDSTORMS ALONG THE NORTHERN
COLORADO FRONT RANGE*
Edward J. Zipser
In the course of investigating the lee windstorms that occur in the
Boulder and Fort Collins areas, it has become quite apparent that this is a
phenomenon not well known to those who are not familiar with the area,
even meteorologists. Most meteorologists would simply refer to these
windstorms as "chinooks." I will discuss the nature of these lee
windstorms, and contrast their structure with what we know as
chinooks.
A recent example of a strong and damaging storm occurred on 11
January 1972. A wind speed trace from Southern Hills school in South
Boulder is reproduced in Fig. 1. Peak gusts are in the 110-120 mph range
although the majority of the gusts were less. This intensity appears to be
typical of the worst hit areas of Boulder, although it is very difficult to
ascertain the geographical distribution of "windstorm intensity." An
immediately noticeable characteristic is the extremely gusty character of
the wind. During some 5-minute periods the mean speeds could be 20-30
mph but the peak gust still approaches 100 mph. It is not unusual for
Boulder to experience near calms alternating with gusts of 100 mph
within less than one minute of each other. During these calms the roar of
the wind nearby can usually be heard.
We at NCAR and others in the Boulder area have been attempting to
understand what kind of phenomenon this is. The first handicap one
encounters when studying the literature on chinooks is that the
emphasis is almost entirely on the temperature of the wind, its effect on
climate, and very little is said about wind speeds at all. The second handicap
is the lack of data to study the wind speeds except where special networks
have been set up. In the context of this symposium I would like to explore
the nature of this kind of weather event and its importance for the Front
Range or High Plains, but this will be a very difficult task considering the
available data.
The strong and gusty character of lee windstorms is certainly not
confined to the east slope of the Colorado Rockies. The four examples in
Figs. 2-5 came from such diverse places as Switzerland, Yugoslavia,
England and Japan. All the storms have a tendency for large gustiness,
and for the really strong portion of the storm to last for the order of six
hours or so. But the parent synoptic conditions are vastly different. The
Switzerland "fohn" is supposed to be a classical warm wind, like the
chinook. The Adriatic Coast is notorious for its cold "Bora" winds. The
winds of the Pennines in England are associated with no particular
temperature change, and the Japan wind is actually a downslope situation
*At the request of the Editor, portions of this paper were revised (in 1974) since its
original presentation in Fort Collins in 1971.
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Fig. 1. Anemometer trace from Southern Hills ] unior High School on 1T. January 1972,
from 1000-2300. The school is in a populated area of Boulder, about one mile east of the
foothills. A power failure stopped the chart drive at 1325; indicated times beyond this
data lapse should be increased by about three hours. Vertical scale is miles per hour, and
gusts which pegged the meter here at 96 mph actually reached the 100-120 mph range,
according to a tie-in 200 mph-scale recorder. Time on wind charts is read from right to
left, (after Lilly and Zipser, 1972).

superimposed upon the outer region of a typhoon. All of these examples
except the föhn exceed 90 mph in gusts; the föhn is near 70. There are
many other regions of the world where violent gusty downslope winds
are known, one of the nearest being the Wasatch Front in Utah where the
wind in question is easterly.
A more detailed look at the Boulder storms reveals several typical
characteristics. One of the worst storms in recent years was the 7
January '69 storm. Fig. 6 shows the simultaneous wind traces from four
stations on an approximate west-east line. The gusty character is
present, but much more so at the base of the foothills than either east or
west of that location. At the Jones site, at the foot of the NCAR mesa, the
actual speeds go from 10 to 90 to 10 to 80 mph, etc. Only 10 km east, the
trace is far steadier, and while the peak gusts are lower, the mean speed is
9
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Fig. 6. Simultaneous wind traces from four stations near Boulder on 7 January 1969.
From top to bottom, the stations are (1) Gold Hill, 20 Km west of Boulder at 2500 in
elevation, (2) Jones residence at the base of the foothills, (3) 30th St. and Arapaho, 5 Km
east of the foothills and (4) Lilly residence, 76th Street, 10 Km east of the foothills.

higher than near the foothills. While there are exceptions, the general
conclusion from examining some 20 of these cases is that the more
extreme gustiness is found near the base of the foothills.
A very obvious characteristic of the storm is that the wind does not
blow hardest at the same time everywhere. At Gold Hill the storm has
been near its peak for 5-6 hours before it really gets going in the Boulder
area. The peak arrives later in Boulder and still later farther east, with
peak winds an hour or two later only 5 km east. Fig. 7 is a larger scale
version of the same data, and in general, the eastward propagation with
time was consistent. Fig. 8 shows the same data for a different storm (30
Nov. 1970), a more "moderate" storm with few gusts over 100 mph, a
storm that kept many up all night but which was apparently about 5 mph
short of being quite a damaging storm. In this case there is little
propagation but a strongly out of phase relationship between the speeds
at Gold Hill and the speeds in Boulder. This case also has some dramatic
gust structures, with some lOmph-lOOmph-lOmph events. The out-ofphase relationship was rather common in Brinkmann's study of 20
storms, but in-phase also existed, and so did both eastward and westward propagation. In other words, there is no simple way to know.which
way the wind maximum will go.
Next we will examine the question of the temperature changes during
the storms. The top graph in Fig. 7 shows the potential temperature
based on the observations of the three INSTAAR stations on the
11
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mountain slope, average elevation 3000 m (solid curve) and the potential
temperature at Boulder. There is a completely mixed situation, or the
same potential temperature everywhere. The windstorm begins at a very
warm temperature everywhere, fitting many people's definition of a
chinook. Unlike many ideas of what chinooks are, however, there are no
upstream rains or snows during the windstorm, and in most of
Brinkmann's 20 cases there are none either.
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Fig. 8. Temperature and wind speed for the 30 November-! December 1970 Storm
(after Brinkmann, 1973). See Fig. 7 for explanation.
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In contrast to the warm case of 7 Jan. '69, the 30 Nov. '70 storm (Fig.
8) is preceded by a sharp drop in temperature on the slope, almost 10°C.
The windstorm comes during the coldest temperatures. The casual observer in
Boulder might not note that, because it gets somewhat warmer during
the wind due to removal of a very shallow cold air layer. But
meteorologically, the free-atmosphere situation is utterly different from
a chinook situation, and in fact is more analogous to a bora situation.
There are more cold storms in Boulder than warm storms (Brinkmann,
1973). One feature common to both kinds of storms is the presence of an
inversion a few thousand feet above mountain-top level, and generally
sinking air.
To look at air flow over the mountains, two examples constructed
from research aircraft observations are given. During most westerly
wind situations, and in the usual weaker "chinook", a picture similar to
Fig. 9 exists, where many lee waves, lenticular clouds, and happy
sailplane pilots are found. In other words, there are many smallamplitude lee waves, and the stiuation is usually stable and changing little
with time. The similar cross-section constructed for the 11 Tan. '72
windstorm is spectacularly different, with extremely large amplitude
patterns. It now is quite certain that the windstorms are associated with
the kind of large amplification seen in Fig. 10. There is considerable
theoretical and observational work going on now to attempt to discover
why some west wind situations, all with inversions just above mountain
top level, elicit a regular lee wave response and some elicit a large
amplitude breakdown in the flow. If progress is sufficient, some ability to
forecast windstorms may ensue.
The implication is strong that the right kind of temperature and wind stratification
will produce a large amplitude response, and a lee windstorm, anywhere that strong winds
flow over a mountain harrier or down a lee slope from a plateau and that, that
would be true for both cold and warm winds. We suspect the need for a
steep lee slope. We could speculate that such places would be subject to
periodic windstorms, such as the Wet Mountain Valley in the lee of the
bangre de Cristo Mts., the lee of the Medicine Bow Range near
Centennial, Wyoming, etc., etc., etc. It would be good if there were
sufficient data to make a survey, but there is not. In addition to the
scientific motivation for wanting to know the distribution and frequency
of windstorms, there is a practical one. Public officials are increasingly
interested in defining where windstorm hazards exist. It does appear that
there is a higher windstorm risk in the Colorado Front Range area,
immediately against the mountains, than farther to the east. There is also
a greater likelihood of damage from any given windstorm in new growth
areas than in older established areas, due to the greater exposure, fewer
trees, and likelihood of construction debris blowing around. One might
suspect that as new growth expands toward the foothills, especially west
of Denver, that the problems associated with windstorms may increase,
as they did when Boulder expanded toward the south in recent years.
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WEATHER MODIFICATION IN THE HIGH PLAINS
REGION: SOME PUBLIC-POLICY ISSUES*
Henry H Lansford

I would like to begin with a quotation
I predict that weather modification will be one of the first
technologies over which the general public, rather than the
scientists who devised the technology and the economic
interests who see immediate benefits, will exert control '
Not long ago, this statement would have been regarded as highly
irresponsible, if not downright subversive, in certain meteorological
circles It was the sort of thing you might expect a sociologist to say —
although it happens that this particular prediction was made by an
ecologist — but there weren't many atmospheric scientists around who
would take it very seriously It was pretty much of a foregone conclusion
that the scientists and engineers who developed a new technology and
the economic interests that could benefit from its application were the
people who would decide if, when, where, and how it would be applied
But now the great SST battle has come and gone, and our view of the
place of technology in our society is changing rapidly Consider another
quotation
What the public thinks about weather modification, rather
than what the scientists know about it, will play the dominant
role in the future of this science The most expertly developed
technology, whether it be for augmenting water or for
suppressing damaging weather phenomana, will find only
limited application in the absence of a strong public demand ^
This statement comes not from the sociologists or ecologists, but
from deep within the atmospheric research establishment It is from a
report of the Interdepartmental Committee for Atmospheric Sciences
(ICAS), a subgroup of the Federal Council for Science and Technology
made up of representatives of all of the Federal agencies that have
programs in meteorology The report from which I quoted is a carefully
phrased proposal for a national program for accelerating progress in
weather modification, and it displays the usual disinclination of councils
at high levels of government to charge recklessly off in pursuit of radical
Pret>enied at tht Annual Symposium of the Committee on Desert and And Zones
Research of the Southwestern and Rocky Mountain Division of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science Fort Collins Colorado April 27 28,
1972
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innovations In other words, 1 regard the inclusion of this statement in an
ICAS report as pretty good evidence that the atmospheric stientes
community has accepted, at least in principle, the axiom that weather
modification and public policy are closely linked to one another
But practice, as usual, is lagging behind principle To ensure that
weather-modification technology is applied wisely and effectively to
serve human needs, a third requirement must be added to the
combination of expert technology and public demand new and innovative public-policy mechanisms to bridge the great gap that often lies
between what the scientists know and what the public wants
The High Plains may be about to witness a striking example of this
disparity between scientific knowledge and public demand The possibility that this region may be starting into a cyclic drought period similar to
those of the Thirties and Fifties has spurred a sharp interest among
farmers, public officials, and others in the potential effectiveness of
applying weather-modification technology to augment inadequate
precipitation This increased interest has already begun to raise a
multitude of knotty questions involving ecological, social, legal,
economic, and political considerations
A fundamental problem is that public understanding of the present
state of weather-modification technology is not very good This is not
surprising, as there is considerable controversy among the
meteorologists themselves about the effectiveness and limitations of
weather-modification techniques in many situations
A few carefully designed weather-modification research programs,
conducted over sufficiently long periods of time, have provided a high
degree of confidence in certain weather-modification techniques The
work of Professor Lewis Grant, of Colorado State University, at Climax,
Colorado, on the Continental Divide, has established clear criteria for
seeding orographic snowstorms to increase snowfall This research
program, supported by the National Science Foundation, has provided
the scientific basis for the Bureau of Reclamation's pilot project in
Western Colorado designed to test the feasibility of seeding mountain
snowstorms on a systematic and regular basis to augment the winter
snowpack in the Colorado River Basin and thus increase the summer
water supply in the and Southwest
But scientific knowledge is much less certain in other areas of
weather modification that are relevant to environmental problems of the
High Plains Hail is one such problem, hailstorms cause millions of dollars
worth of crop damage in the High Plains every year Although many
reputable commercial weather-modification operators contract with
farmers to suppress hail by cloud seeding, and the Russians have claimed
impressive results from their program to protect crops by seeding
hailstorms, many atmospheric scientists do not feel that the effectiveness of hail suppression technology has been adequately proven The
National Hail Research Experiment, which will begin its field operations
this summer in northeastern Colorado, is designed to test the feasibility
of using cloud seeding as an effective tool to reduce crop damage from
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hail Supported by the National Science Foundation and managed by the
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), this experiment will
focus the efforts of scientists from universities, government
laboratories, and other groups in a five-year study, directed by Dr
William C Swinbank of NCAR, that will use a randomized seeding
experiment to evaluate the effects of cloud seeding on hailfall
During the drought of the Fifties, commercial cloud-seeding
operations were conducted in many parts of the High Plains to try to
stimulate extra rainfall for the farmers' parched crops The results were
equivocal, to say the least Although it seems possible that the cloud
seeders produced some extra precipitation in the course of their efforts,
there is no way to tell why they succeeded, when and if they did, or why
they failed And the folklore of the High Plains was enriched with many
tales of cloud-seedmg adventures — I hardly ever talk with a group of
Colorado farmers without hearing a tale, told with great glee or equally
great chagrin, about the time that the cloud seeder supposedly brought
on a catastrophic flood or triggered a barrage of hailstones as big as
grapefruit
As the drought of the Fifties tapered off, so did enthusiasm for cloud
seeding But if we find ourselves gong into another dry spell, the
rainmakers will be back in business in the High Plains And, in spite of
advances that have been made in other areas of weather modification, it
appears that we know very little more about the effectiveness of cloud
seeding for augmenting rainfall from High Plains convective storms than
we knew a couple of decades ago
Joanne Simpson, William Woodley, and their colleagues at the
Experimental Meteorology Laboratory of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in Miami have demonstrated
clearly that, given the proper combination of conditions, they can
stimulate the growth of single semi-tropical convective clouds by seeding
them with silver iodide, resulting in more rain than the cloud would have
dropped naturally However, it is a long jump from these limited
conclusions to the large-scale application of cloud seeding technology to
augment precipitation over large areas of the High Plains
In spite of the uncertainty of the scientific basis for such projects, a
number of proposals have been put forward to establish large operational
programs for increasing precipitation in the High Plains region Several
states have set themselves up in the weather-modification business, and
others seem inclined to follow their example A plan is currently under
discussion to establish an operational cloud-seeding program for a fivestate area in the northern Great Plains
I am not competent to judge the steadiness of the scientific
underpinnings of such efforts But I do see a clear danger that the public
may expect too much of weather-modification technology, and that the
field may suffer a severe setback if overoptimism gives way to total
disillusionment If the High Plains do enter a period of drought, and if
weather modification technology is called on to break the drought and
fails to do it, I can foresee a long dry spell of a different sort for
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atmospheric scientists who seek public support for their weathermodification research
It seems to me that two clear courses of action are indicated here for
the atmospheric sciences community The first is to support efforts to
establish a carefully designed experiment to test the effectiveness of
cloud seeding for augmenting precipitation over the High Plains Such an
experiment probably will require cooperation among groups and individuals who have disagreed with one another on various points of
weather-modification theory and practice, it appears that they would do
well at this point to overlook their differences and consider the potential
benefits of enthusiastic cooperation A second need seems to be for
atmospheric scientists to work to improve public understanding of the
current state of knowledge concerning weather modification Although
it IS important for the general public to have some understanding of this
subject, it seems even more important to me that information be
communicated to the decision makers — to legislators who will be
considering new laws on weather modification, tofarmers'organizations
that will exert strong pressures on weather-modification policies, to
state officials who must regulate weather-modification activities I am
not talking about lobbying or propagandizing for weather modification,
what IS needed is clear and accurate information about what the scientists
know and what they do not know
I recently had an opportunity to study an active interface between
weather modification and public policy during legislative committee
meetings and public hearings on the Colorado Weather Modification Act
of 1972, which has been passed by the Legislature and is now awaiting
the Governor's signature Professor Grant and I were asked to serve as
professional advisors to the interim committee that drafted this bill For
me, this was a fascinating introductory course in applied political science,
in which I discovered that there is a great deal of ti uth in the hackneyed
old definition of politics as "the art of the possible "
I will not attempt to comment in detail on the provisions of this act,
but I would like to say that it seems to me to provide a sound and
workable framework for state regulation of weather modification
activities, something that Colorado does not have under its present law I
believe that the decision of the legislators to call on Professor Grant's
scientific expertise was a major factor in drafting a law that should
provide a matrix within which many problems of weather modification
and public policy can be analyzed and attacked intelligently and
effectively Such working relationships between scientists and lawmakers are becoming more and more essential as science and technology
exert an ever-increasing influence on the affairs of our society
Thus far I have spoken rather generally about some of the problems
related to weather modification and public policy in the High Plains
region Now I would like to present my personal view of what is needed to
keep those problems from compounding themselves to produce a
situation in which public rejection of the whole concept of weather
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modification could deprive us of considerable potential public benefits
that may derive from its intelligent application
l a m a generalist rather than a specialist, and generalists often have a
habit of glibly prescribing plans and solutions that call for tremendous
amounts of detailed and meticulous work to be done by specialists I am
not about to tell the specialists what they must do, but I would like to
raise some questions that I believe can be answered only by highly
organized programs of specialized research in a variety of disciplines
As I see it, there are two broad requirements at this point The first is
a greatly accelerated research effort aimed at solving not only the
physical problems of weather modification technology, but also those of
environmental, social, economic, and legal implications of the large-scale
application of such technology
First, of course, we need to know what is physically possible We
need the sort of detailed quantitative knowledge that came from
Professor Grant's work at Climax, and that we expect to come from the
National Hail Research Experiment As far as the High Plains region is
concerned, we particularly need to learn what can and cannot be done as
far as augmenting precipitation from High Plains convective storms is
concerned
But along with this research on how cloud seeding affects the
physics and dynamics of weather systems, we must also consider other
environmental consequences of weather modification efforts The
material most commonly used for cloud seeding is silver iodide What will
happen if silver iodide is disseminated into the atmosphere over a
particular area regularly and systematically over a penodof many years'*
Will it have direct effects on plants or animals'" Is there any possibility
that it might be concentrated through the food chain to produce a
dangerous buildup in some plant or animal species'" These problems have
been surveyed, and intelligent guesses indicate that the likelihood of such
dangerous side effects is slight, but detailed research has not yet been
done on a long-term basis Both the Bureau of Reclamation and the
National Center for Atmospheric Research have built such chemical and
ecological studies into their weather-modification research, and it seems
to me that similar studies must be included in all major weathermodification research programs
A second sort of environmental study has to do with the ecological
impact of the results that are intended by weather modifiers, as opposed
to possible unintentional side effects A great many charges have been
leveled at snow-pack augmentation programs, concerning possible
effects of increased average annual snowfall on the distribution of plant
and animal species in the target area Again, there are many guesses but
few scientific conclusions Similar questions must be asked about any
program designed to increase the annual rainfall over a semiarid plains
region Research should be undertaken, where it is not already
underway, to ensure that by the time we learn what weather modification technologies are feasible, we will also know what environmental
impacts will be produced by their large-scale application
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But the knowledge of what is physically feasible and environmentally acceptable will not be of much practical use unless it can be cranked into
some sort of rational decision-making system. Here is where the social
scientists come in. They must consider broad social questions, such as
how the public views weather modification and whether or not particular
technologies will receive public acceptance as useful ways to solve
weather-related problems. Precise quantitative methods for weighing
costs against benefits must be developed. For example, it will be
impossible to judge the economic feasibility of a precipitationaugmentation project unless a realistic price tag can be put on the extra
water that is expected to fall in the target area. Up till now, we have had a
pretty difficult time agreeing on just what an acre-foot of water is
actually worth in any particular part of the semiarid Great Plains or the
arid Southwest.
The report from which I quoted earlier, "A National Program for
Accelerating Progress in Weather Modification," attempts to estblish a
framework for getting such a massive national research effort underway. In effect, it proposes that Federal efforts in weather modification, which have been somewhat fragmented and diffuse, be focused in
seven designated National Projects, each with its own lead agency. This
could, of course, become an exercise in lip service, with each agency
riding off in six different directions while budgeting and reporting them
all as part of its assigned National Project. I hope that this will not happen,
and I think that the ICAS proposal is clearly a move in the right direction.
Earlier efforts to assign the total Federal responsibility for weather
modification to a single agency have met insurmountable political
barriers, and there seem to be other good reasons as well for working
toward a coordinated multi-agency effort rather than creating a single
massive Federal weather modification entity.
Assuming that the necessary research effort is underway, the
second need that I see is for effective government regulation of
operational weather modification projects. An effective regulatory
framework, whether it is at the Federal or state level, must bring
together scientific experts and representatives of the public, and must
give them the apparatus to make intelligent decisions. These decisions
will determine, first, if a particular weather modification project should
be done, and, second, if it is to be done, how it should be done so that it
will be in the public interest. I make this sound very simple, but of course
it is not. Let me give a very elementary example. The Colorado Weather
Modification Act of 1972 gives regulatory power over weather modification in the State to the director of the Department of Natural Resources.
In the course of a hearing in a state Senate committee, a representative of
the Colorado Student Lobby proposed an amendment providing that
weather modification operators be required to make sufficient
measurements before and during their operations so that the director of
the Department of Natural Resources, assisted by an advisory committee, could resolve questions of liability for damages caused by storms
that have been seeded.
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Although I was in sympathy with the intent of this amendment, it
appeared to me to be asking something that simply was not possible In
response to a question from one of the legislators on the committee, I
made the following statement
I will confine my comments to a single weather phenomenon,
the hailstorm, as that is the area of weather modification in
which my organization is currently working
If a thunderstorm cloud that is expected to produce hail is
seeded, there are several assumptions that can be made about
the results First, if hail does not fall, it can be assumed that the
cloud-seeding was successful However, this is not certain, it
may be that the storm would not have produced hail anyway,
without the seeding Scientifically, we have no way of
knowing for sure
If hail falls from the storm, there are two assumptions that can
be made The first is that the seeding caused the hail Scientific
opinion IS divided on the question of whether or not this is
possible under certain circumstances, and we do not have a
positive answer now
The second assumption is that the seeding simply failed to
suppress the hail, and that it occurred just as it would have if
the storm had not been seeded This is very likely to happen
Even the most optimistic commercial cloud seeder is unlikely
to claim one hundred percent success, or would accept a
contract for a summer's seeding that stipulated that he would
not be paid anything at all if any hail damage at all occurred in
the area that he was hired to protect Weather modification
technology is not that precise at this time, and the possibility
of failure is always present
In some of the previous discussions before this committee, it
seems to me that there has been an underlying assumption
that by requiring a weather modifier to collect and report
sufficient data, and by obtaining the services of scientific
experts to evaluate the data, it will be possible in any given
instance to determine with reasonable scientific ceitainty
whether or not cloud seeding was the cause of damage
inflicted by a particular storm
This IS not a valid assumption With the present state of
knowledge, it is impossible to determine precise cause-andeffect relationships in the behavior of a single seeded
thunderstorm, regardless of the number of measurements
that are made The interactions are too complex, and the
violence of the storm makes it difficult or impossible to study
many of them in any detail As you know, the Federal
government is planning to spend five years and several million
dollars studying the behavior of seeded and unseeded
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hailstorms in northeastern Colorado. However, this is
statistical, randomized experiment designed to determine
whether or not seeding can be used to achieve a long-term
overall decrease in hail damage to crops. We hope that this
study also will enable us to say with reasonable certainty just
what has happened inside a particular storm, either seeded or
unseeded, but we do not have that ability now.
My concern is that the language of this bill may lead the
legislators who decide whether or not it becomes law, the civil
servants who must administer it if it passes, and the people
who will be affected by it, to expect too much from it. No
matter how carefully the bill is worded, or how conscientiously the law is administered, the scientific knowledge is not
available at this time to distinguish precisely between the
work of man and the work of nature in the behavior of a single
thunderstorm that has been seeded.
My point is this; any system for regulating weather modification
must take into account the current state of scientific knowledge as well as
a careful consideration of what is in the public interest.
Another essential element for fair and intelligent regulation of
weather modification is a realistic system for matching costs to benefits
and adjusting any inequities that may emerge. To use a rather simpleminded example, a project to increase the mountain snowpack in a river
basin may have great benefits for farmers and cities downstream, but
involve direct and calculable costs for people in the target area. A
cattleman who grazes his stock in mountain meadows in the summer
may find that the additional increment of snow keeps his pastures from
being grazed for an extra two weeks in the spring. This should not mean
that the project will not be permitted; it should mean that the structure of
the project will provide for paying the rancher for an extra two weeks
feed, and that this payment will be included as a cost. To take a more
subtle example, let us suppose that the ecologists discover that increasing
the average snow accumulation changes the patterns of vegetation in the
area, and that the pastures become dominated by plant species that are
less suitable for grazing. If this represents a serious threat to the
ecological stability of the area, the project should be abandoned. If it is not
a serious problem in terms of its ecological impact, but simply represents
a shifting of the previous balance of life forms, I would propose that it be
considered as a cost, and that the project accountants include fair
compensation to the rancher for the reduced value of his grazing lands as
a debit item on their balance sheet.
I am sure that some weather-modification people would oppose
these suggestions, and would maintain that you can't get anything done
if you make it so complicated. My answer to that is that you can get it
done if it is important enough to enough people, or, in other words, if it is
really in the public interest. As things stand now, we don't know enough
to decide what is in the public interest as far as weather modification is
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concerned, and we don't have the mechanisms for implementing such
decisions even if we could make them intelligently.
Although I have only skimmed the surface of a tremendously
complex subject, I will conclude this somewhat general and perhaps
superficial discussion here. In summary, my main point is that both
innovative approaches and rigorous study are needed on many complex
issues involving such things as legal aspects of weather-modification
operations, public involvement in weather-modification planning and
regulation, realistic cost-benefit accounting for weather-modification
projects, and the kind and extent of government regulation that should
be exercised over weather-modification activities.
Although many organizations, including my own, are examining
questions of this sort, there is a pressing need for more studies of publicpolicy implications to be conducted concurrently with research programs
on the physical problems of weather modification. The atmospheric
scientists will be able to tell us what we can do to change the weather, but
we must call on the ecologists, sociologists, economists, lawyers,
legislators, and experts from many other fields to help us decide what we
should do.
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LEWIS O. GRANT — Discussant
These two very interesting papers are most appropriate for a
meeting like this where we are considering the problems of semiarid
areas. As requested, I will try to respond to the issues presented and
include themes which the participants could not bring forward because of
the limitations of their specific topics. Edward Zipser's paper considers
high winds which, in addition to other damage which he discussed, cause
excess losses of surface water through evaporative processes. Henry
Lansford discusses weather modification which for Colorado is probably
the primary possibility that we have for getting additional water here in
this semiarid area. So the two papers underline both the problem of loss
and the possibility of gain. When we talk about the possibility of gain, we
must keep in mind that, in places particularly like Colorado, Wyoming,
New Mexico, inter-mountain states, the primary source of all our water
supplies is essentially from the atmosphere. There are some possibilities
of importing water, but for the High Plains, it will be difficult and would
be very expensive. I notice that later in the program there are articles
discussing these points.
Let us review first the frequencies of the high winds that Dr. Zipser
described so clearly, and second the problem of their desiccating or
drying-out effect. A report prepared by Dr. Herbert Riehl of Colorado
State University's Department of Atmospheric Sciences forms the basis
for much of the discussion that follows. This shows the frequency of high
winds at Ft. Collins and considers their desiccating effects. I use the word
"chinook" to describe them although as pointed out by Dr. Zipser the
characteristic of the high winds can vary for differing meteorological
situations and doesn't always fit the classical description. I think of the
chinook as the "snow-eater" — a warm, downslope drying wind.
Dr. Riehl used wind-speed criteria of over 35 mph during winter and
25 mph during summer to define cases of high winds. Using this
definition, he shows an average of 10.6 episodes per year at Ft. Collins.
He also shows that most of these episodes last from 2 to 10 hours. The
most frequent peak speed for the winds during these episodes is in the
range of 35-44 mph and nearly all are in the range from 35-65 mph.
Eighteen percent of these, however, exceed 64 mph. These are certainly
"fiigh Wind" events as discussed by Dr. Zipser. It is interesting to point
out that the peak gust, as reported by Dr. Riehl, averaged about 1.5 times
as great as the five-minute average wind speed. The peak gusts would
correspond to many of the values presented by Dr. Zipser. Dr. Riehl has
computed the duration of high winds in two-hour increments. Most of
the episodes lasted from about two to ten hours. Most lasted from 4 to 8
hours and, for computational purposes, he has considered the average
durations as six hours.
Dr. Riehl has done another interesting thing. He tried to estimate
the evaporative loss from these events per six-hour interval. This has
been done by considering the vapor gained by the airmass as it moved
downslope to the lee of the mountains. He determines the average loss of
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water at the surface necessary to account for the gain in moisture by the
air stream for these events to be 0 8 cm (about 1/3 inch) per six-hour
interval Converting this to inches and putting it per one-hour basis, this
amounts to an average loss of water of about 0 05 inches per hour
Climatological information obtained from Air Weather Service
Technical Paper No 5* shows the number of hours when the wind
velocity is greater than 25 knots for eastern Wyoming, and for eastern
Colorado for each month At many Wyoming stations during the winter
months, there are about 50 to 60 hours per month when the winds
exceed 25 knots In Colorado, there are typically 20 to 40 hours per
month when this occurs Annually, there are over 500 hours with winds
over 25 knots in some areas of Wyoming Some 200 of these hours can be
expected during the growing season In eastern Colorado, there are some
200-300 hours per year with winds m excess of 25 knots of which nearly
100 occur in the growing season
If one assumes a desiccating effect of 0 05 of an inch per hour as
found by Dr Riehl for the Ft Collins area and multiplies this by the hours
of high winds in other areas of the High Plains, an estimate can be made
of the "potential" evaporative loss This assumption of course has many
limitations The biggest one being that comparable amounts of water are
available at the surface for evaporation Other limitations include
differences in the rate of air motion descent and in the water vapor
deficient of the air It is believed, however, that the 05"/hr value
represents a reasonable value for the "potential" evaporative loss In
eastern Wyoming, assuming there is water to evaporate, the loss would
be over 25" per year Average annual precipitation in that area is about 15
inches In other words, in these areas, the potential evaporative loss )ust
during the high-wind events is enough to evaporate almost twice the
average annual precipitation that occurs The "potential" evaporative
loss during the strong wind events during the growing season is about
the same as the average precipitation, or about 10" per season This does
not consider evaporative losses during other periods In northeastern
Colorado, the average annual "potential" evaporative loss is about 13 25
inches during the high-wind episodes compared to the 15-inch average
rainfall, or very nearly the same
Even though the above estimates are approximate, it is clear that
tremendous losses of water can occur during high-wind situations
What about getting more water'' I won't discuss weather modification in any detail Henry Lansford did a very effective job of pointing out
the state of the art
To summarize this, I think that technology has advanced to the point
in the mountainous areas sufficiently to make weather modification for
increasing water supplies feasible I believe that, in the Colorado Rockies
alone, our present technology is sufficient to provide approximately 2
million additional acre-feet of water through weather modification This
* Climatological Information for Weather Briefings, Tec. Paper No. 5, Third Weather
Group, First National Bank Budding, Colorado Springs, Colorado, 1958
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is, of course, water that can be used for irrigation on some areas of the
plains. The present state of the technology for increasing precipitation
over the plains themselves is much more limited. The problem is much
more difficult, and it is going to be at least five to ten years before we can
reliably carry out programs to increase water on the plains per se.
Thinking of this from a public policy standpoint, a very carefully
balanced consideration of the implications of weather modification is
required. First, we need a program that is permissive enough to take
some chances, so that weather modification can be evaluated and
hopefully a technology can be developed. In other words, permissive
enough to allow for experiments, even though there may be some risk
involved, to find out what can be done. I think that we should be this
permissive since the return can be great. Benefits can already be shown
for the mountain areas. At the same time, I think that the policy needs to
be tight enough to not allow for undue risks. Undue risks might involve
the production of additional precipitation when it is not desired in areas
where it is not beneficial. Other disbenefits might involve decreases in
precipitation (which seem possible) rather than the intended increases
from precipitation augmentation efforts or increases rather than
decreases when seeding to suppress hail. The proper degree of control
will be difficult to establish.
I agree very much with Henry Lansford that the real key to
operational programs to actually increase water as distinct from
research, is to develop a policy for compensating people who have been
damaged. Overall, I don't think any of us would question the fact that
weather modification on the High Plains would be of general benefit.
Even when this could be accomplished some people would be damaged.
We cannot consider carrying out such weather modification programs if
the benefits are not substantially in excess of the losses. As I see it in the
next few years, one of the most complicated problems is going to be
working out programs so they can go ahead for the benefit of the
majority and still provide for compensation to parties who may have been
harmed.
Even more complicated perhaps, is how we compensate people who
have been inconvenienced or perhaps even damaged by weather
modification for benefits that don't even occur in the same geographical
area. For weather modification to increase snowfall in the mountains, the
few residents there will be affected by more snow, which they can't use,
for water that will be of benefit for domestic agricultural, and industrial
uses in other quite distant areas. These are the types of problems that
must be resolved. The societal problems are almost certainly even more
complicated than the scientific and technical ones.
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LEGAL PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS
TO
SURFACE-GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT
By: George E. Radosevich and William M. Sutton
PREFACE
This study involves primarily the legal and institutional methods and
limitations concerning the conjunctive and integrated use of interrelated
ground and surface water resources. The systems discussed will concern
primarily the legal schemes developed by the States of Colorado and New
Mexico for the purpose of administering to the conjunctive use problem
along with a cursory examination of the situations in Texas and
California. More particularly, the doctrine of prior appropriation will be
discussed in relation to its initial development in the western states for
the purpose of controlling the appropriation of surface water to its
evolution and modification to control the conjunctive use of ground and
surface water.
Unfortunately in many cases, law, both legislative and judicial,
develops only as a result of conflict. Either because the legislature and the
courts are unable to prospectively recognize particular problems, or
because these law-making bodies do not have at their disposal sufficient
information, many problems are solved only on an ad /joc basis as various
conflicts arise. Both of these aspects seem to characterize the development of laws which seek to integrate the use of ground and surface
water. State legislatures have characteristically failed to recognize the
interrelationship of surface water and tributary groundwater until the
time finally came when it was too late to apply any definite and immediate
solutions to the problems which arose because of their reticence. In
several cases, the development of groundwater resources was allowed to
occur independently from that of surface water resources until finally
the two systems began to conflict and very complicated problems arose.
Another obstacle to the development of a realistic body of law
controlling the conjunctive use of ground and surface water resources
was and is the lack of an efficient technology concerning the science of
hydrology. Initially, the effect which wells had on surface water was
simply not known, and even now there is not yet enough information
available to allow a complete and efficient administration of conjunctive
use. Those who first endeavored to establish a law for groundwater
administration were required to do so without the benefit of much
scientific knowledge on the subject of hydrology. Accordingly, legal
terminology developed which did not really describe the true physical
situation. The result was the establishment of a legal model before the
physical model had developed. Eventually, however, the science of
hydrology developed to the point of demonstrating the interconnection
of surface and tributary groundwater. At this point, the traditional
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doctrine of prior appropriation was modified to reflect this interconnection and applied to the problem of coordinating the conjunctive use of
these two water resources. The ultimate goal is to maximize the
utilization of surface water and tributary groundwater.
The Physical Situation
The principal problem of conjunctive use arises in the situation
where the groundwater involved is tributary to the surface flow.
Tributary groundwater is groundwater which will, if not intercepted,
reach and become a part of some natural stream. When a well is
withdrawing water from an aquifer or underground reservoir, a physical
phenomenon called a cone of depression occurs in the alluvium of the
aquifer. The cone of depression is a drained area in the shape of an
inverted cone with the point of the cone at the bottom of the well pipe.
This will then cause surrounding water in the aquifer to flow into the
cone from all sides. If the well is in close proximity to the surface stream,
the effect of the withdrawal upon the visible stream will be rather
immediate as part of the surface flow drains into the cone of depression.
If the well is some distance from the stream, the effects will not be so
immediate. This lag time is affected by several factors including the
distance of the well from the stream, the transmissibility of the aquifer,
the depth of the well, the time and volume of pumping and the return
flow characteristics. In other words, the drawdown of the water table
caused by pumping wells will have variable affects on surface flows in
terms of time and quantity. The affects of well pumping on surface flow
is also related to the amount of time required to recharge the aquifer once
the water table has been drawn down. Besides the flow or seepage of
surface waters, aquifers are also recharged by precipitation falling to the
earth during the course of the natural hydrologie cycle or by seepage
from irrigation. The water level of some underground aquifers may
actually rise during the season of largest withdrawal due to the fact that
the water withdrawn is used for irrigation purposes and part of it returns
to the aquifer. Other aquifers may demonstrate a lowering of the water
level during the pumping season and recharge during the remainder of
the year. The significant point to note is that the effects of withdrawing
groundwater may not be evident in surface flow for some period of time,
and this time period as well as the quantity of water involved may vary
greatly from location to location. This situation is one reason why the
problem of conjunctive use of surface water and groundwater is so
difficult to solve from a legal standpoint.

The Doctrine of Prior Appropriation
Before the development of groundwater resources became practical,
the western states were concerned primarily with the development of a
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system to control the allocation of surface water. This system took the
form of the doctrine of prior appropriation which provides that a person
who first diverts and applies to a beneficial use the waters of a stream has
a prior right thereto in relation to subsequent appropriators to the extent
of his appropriation. This doctrine also traditionally recognizes what has
been termed a "conditional right". Once the requirements of diverting
water and applying it to a beneficial use are met, an appropriator has
established his priority under the doctrine. However many ambitious
water projects may require years to complete and, during such periods of
completion, valuable water rights could be lost due to the necessary delay
in applying the water to a beneficial use. Accordingly, the conditional
right was created whereby a diverter may acquire a priority date which
will relate back to the time the first step to secure the appropriation was
taken, provided the work was prosecuted with reasonable diligence.
Some western states such as California had recognized riparian water
rights prior to their adoption of the appropriation doctrine. Riparian
water rights are incident to the ownership of land adjoining a stream and
may be used only upon that land. These states found it necessary to
combine the two doctrines in order to protect vested rights while other
states completely abrogated riparian rights. Colorado was the first state
to adopt the prior appropriation doctrine initially through custom and
ultimately through constitutional mandate. Under Colorado law, all
water belongs to the public but a priority right to take water is a property
right, not a mere revocable privilege, which will be protected by law.
Stated differently, Colorado recognizes a usufructory right to water but
not a property right in the water itself. The priority right to take is
however a property right. Under the Colorado Constitution, the right to
divert unappropriated water is absolute and, although this would seem to
preclude the requirement of permits to divert water, recent legislation
indicates a trend toward a modified permit system. The New Mexico
Constitution also provides for the doctrine of prior appropriation as well
as public ownership of the streams of the state. It does not, however,
guarantee the right to divert water and, accordingly. New Mexico has
established a permit system and can deny applications to divert. New
Mexico also recognizes a property interest in the right to divert and such
a right may be sold and transferred.
Although the appropriation doctrine served well to control the
surface allocation of water, it later proved to be a principal problem to
those states which were seeking methods of integrating the use of
surface and groundwater. Traditionally, surface water rights were
acquired before any significant development of groundwater had been
accomplished and, in addition, the surface supplies were usually fully
appropriated. It is understandable, therefore, that when groundwater
resources were developed there was a resultant injurious affect on vested
surface rights. Since wells initially had no administrative controls applied
to them, they gained a type of priority over the surface appropriators.
Strict application of the priority system to protect the senior and vested
surface rights would result in the shutting down of developed
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groundwater projects which had been established over the years at great
expense. This problem is magnified by the increased recognition of the
benefit which can be derived from development of groundwater
resources. A strict application of the doctrine could also result in the
shutting down of junior wells which are far removed from a surface
stream when in fact closer senior wells are more responsible for reducing
surface flow. Because of these problems, it was apparent that a modified
application of the appropriation doctrine would be needed to control the
integrated use of ground and surface water. Before this ultimate and
inevitable step was taken however, many western states continued to
regulate ground and surface water as two different entities and failed to
recognize their hydraulic connection.
Initial Development of Groundwater Laws
New Mexico enacted its first valid groundwater law in 1931. This
law extended the doctrine of prior appropriation to underground water
and declared all underground water having ascertainable boundaries to
be public water. Later enactments extended public ownership to all
groundwater. The State Engineer in New Mexico exerts authority over
the appropriation of groundwater only in areas which he has declared
underground water basins. Such a declaration is made when necessary to
protect priorities and to insure beneficial use and orderly development.
Outside of such areas groundwater may be appropriated without a
permit subject to existing rights but, within such areas, a prospective
appropriator must file an application with the State Engineer. If the State
Engineer determines there is unappropriated water available and that it
can be applied to a beneficial use without impairing existing rights, he
then must issue a permit to develop the water although he may attach
conditions.
The development of a groundwater law in Colorado was much
slower. The Colorado Session Laws of 1879 established the first code for
the administration of surface water but made no provision for the
administration of groundwater and therefore such water remained
unregulated. In spite of this fact, early court decisions made attempts at
regulating groundwater. The Colorado Court of Appeals in 1893
indicated a propensity toward the application of the doctrine of prior
appropriation to tributary groundwater in the case of McClellan v. Hurdle,
3 Colo. App. 430, 33 P. 280. As early as 1929, a judicial atttempt was also
made to coordinate the use of surface and groundwater in the case of
Nevius V. Smith, 86 Colo. 178, 279 P. 44. In 1912, the Colorado Supreme
Court decided the case of Comstock v. Ramsay, 55 Colo. 244, 133 P. 1107,
wherein it was held that seepage from artificial sources that had not yet
reached a stream became part of the water supply of the stream and could
not be diverted to the injury of prior appropriators on the stream.
Subsequent to this case, the Court has been consistent in holding that
tributary groundwaters belong to the stream and are subject to the
appropriation doctrine. Having drawn a distinction between tributary
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and non-tributary groundwater, it then became important for the Court
to estabhsh a method for determining the character of the water involved
in each case This method was devised in the case of Detiass v Benesch, 116
Colo 344,181 P 2d 453 (1947) wherein the presumption was established
that all flowing water is tributary and the burden of proof is upon the
party asserting otherwise
This early case law proved inadequate to solve the problems of
groundwater development such as the relative priorities between two
well owners or between a well owner and a surface appropriator As a
result, the Colorado legislature made its first attempt to regulate
groundwater in 1953 (Colo Rev Stat Ann Sees 147-18-1 et seq ) *
Essentially, this legislation required permits for the drilling of wells and
authorized studies into the problems of groundwater management This
legislation would have resulted in increased regulation if not for the fact
that the State Engineer insisted it gave him no jurisdiction to regulate
wells and to shut them down to protect senior surface rights Subsequent
to the 1953 act, groundwater development increased in Colorado The
surface appropriators became concerned because their senior rights were
being infringed upon and the well owners were concerned lest their wells
be shut down In addition, many well owners, whose wells had been
established for many years, felt they had acquired vested property rights
in them even though their rights had not been adjudicated This situation
led to the Groundwater Management Act of 1965, COLO REV STAT
ANN , Sees 148-18-1 et seq Thisactattempted to control the problem of
conjunctive use by reaffirming the strict application of the appropriation
doctrine to ground and surface water In addition, the State Engineer was
authorized to recognize the affect a well may have upon senior surface
rights and to shut down wells and deny drilling permits In 1966, the
State Engineer made an attempt to exercise this authority by ordering 39
wells to be shut down for depleting the stream-flow of the Arkansas
River This action resulted in litigation which ultimately ended with the
Supreme Court decision in Fellhauer v People, 167 Colo 320, 447 P 2d 986
(1969) The Court upheld the State Engineer's authority to shut down
wells which interfere with senior rights but only if exercised pursuant to
written regulations which reasonably set out the procedure for controlling wells The 39 wells had not been shut down pursuant to such
regulation and the State Engineer's conduct was therefore held to be
arbitrary and capricious
The Fellhauer case also established certain requirements to which
regulations must conform in order to be constitutionally acceptable In
addition, the Court noted that the time had come when the existing law
of vested rights had to be integrated with the doctrine of maximum
utihzation of the State's water One of the aspects of this doctrine which
the Court defined was the concept of "futile call" which provides that

*A groundwater Ad had been enacted m 1957 hut was never given much effect
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water which will do no good for a senior appropriator cannot be taken
from the person using it even if that person has a junior right.
Subsequent to this decision, the State Engineer adopted written rules
and regulations to conform to the Fellhauermandate and to give particular
deference to the maximum utilization doctrine. The principal device of
the regulations was to establish a map of stream depletion-factor
contours along the sides of the South Platte River and to provide for well
shutdowns only at a time which would cause water to be available when
necessary. In this way, the regulations recognized the lag time or delayed
effect which well pumping has on surface flow and thereby encouraged
maximum utilization. The Platte River Water Court immediately
enjoined enforcement of the regulations and the State Engineer
suspended statewide enforcement to await a judicial opinion from the
Supreme Court. The opinion came in October of 1971 by the decision in
Kuiper v. Well Owners Conservation Association, 490 P. 2d 268 wherein the
Court upheld the regulations as being in conformance with the Fellhauer
requirements. Regardless of the fact that the regulations had expired
prior to this decision, the State Engineer had a very significant victory.
Armed with this victory, the State Engineer has adopted new regulations
which establish stream depletion-factor contours for the Arkansas and
South Platte Rivers similar to those upheld by the Kuiper decision. In
addition, all rights to appropriate groundwater tributary to these rivers,
for which an application for determination of the amount and priority
thereof has not been filed prior to July 1, 1972, will be junior to all such
claims filed prior to that date. Such junior rights may not then divert any
water if curtailment is necessary to satisfy prior vested rights.

Integration of Ground and Surface Water Usage
During this same period in the history of Colorado water law, the
State legislature finally took important steps to solve the conjunctive use
problem. The Fellhauer case had affirmed the necessity of adjudication to
establish the priority of a water right. The authority of the 1965 Act to
shut down wells had not been effectively used however, and therefore
the need to regulate unadjudicated wells was clear. This fact led to the
enactment of the Water Right Determination and Administration Act of
1969, COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. Sees. 148-21-1 et seq., Colorado's first
legislative attempt to effectively control the integrated use of ground and
surface water. The legislature realized the time had long since passed to
develop a completely new system of integrated use. Accordingly, the new
act retained the doctrine of appropriation with its system of priorities but
announced a new policy of integrating the appropriation, use and
administration of tributary groundwater with the use of surface water.
The substance of the act is very close to the requirements of the Fellhauer
decision and expressly adopts the concept of maximum utilization. The
act provides four principles for implementing the policy of integration:
first, the protection of all vested water rights including wells; second, the
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fullest possible recognition of the use of groundwater, third, the use of
groundwater as an alternate or supplemental source of supply for surface
rights, fourth, the recognition of the futile call concept In order to
facilitate the announced policy and principles, the act established a new
procedural system Seven water divisions were created, roughly conforming to each major drainage system, and a water court in each division
was given exclusive jurisdiction over water matters Water referees were
created to initially determine water cases
The provision for using wells as alternate sources of supply is one of
the more significant features of the 1969 act in relation to maximizing
the utilization of water In this regard, the act encourages and in some
cases requires persons with both surface and well diversions to utilize
their wells to satisfy surface rights before seeking to assert their
seniority The act also permits a surface appropnator to use his well as an
alternate point of diversion and charge the diversion to his surface right
Once a well has been approved as an alternate means of diversion, it must
be used to satisfy the surface right before )unior diversions will be
ordered discontinued
Another significant aspect of the integration policy of the act is that
existing wells, the priorities of which have not been established, will have
a priority date corresponding to the actual date of appropriation on the
condition that the appropnators seek a determination of their rights
prior to certain dates This provision is not mandatory, however By 1974
and on even numbered years thereafter, each division engineer must
prepare a tabulation of water rights to reflect the relative priorities The
water courts will then adjudicate these rights to legally establish their
priorities The futile call concept, as applied by the act, is another very
significant means for realizing the maximum utilization principle The
act expressly authorizes the total or partial discontinuance of any
diversion which is injuring senior rights Such a discontinuance need not
take place, however, if it will not benefit a senior appropnator according
to the futile call concept This concept, therefore, will allow a junior well
appropnator to employ the elements of lag time and aquifer recharge for
his benefit since he cannot be required, by a surface appropnator, to
discontinue his well diversion until the effects of his pumping are
manifest In this way, the groundwater resources may be utilized to their
fullest extent during the lag time period This is a very important aspect
of the 1969 act and goes far in implementing the stated principle of
maximum utilization
This then is the basic outline of the legislation employed in Colorado
to integrate the use of surface and groundwater The 1969 act has done
nothing more than to provide the opporiuniiy for the maximum utilization
of water through integrated use, it does not provide quick solutions The
burden of accomplishing integrated use has been placed on the shoulders
of the State Engineer and the water courts This is clearly evident from
the broad regulatory powers the act gives to the State Engineer Even
more important is the grant of power to the water judiciary to allow any
plan of augmentation or water management which will increase the
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available supply. This broad grant promotes creativity and experimentation on the part of the water courts and the appropriators and is the very
essence of the act for it seeks to establish a broad field of expertise from
which to draw, in solving the complexities of conjunctive use. In effect,
this grant delegates regulatory authority to the water courts.
New Mexico has approached the integration problem differently.
The State Engineer has used his authority to declare underground water
basins, discussed earlier, to establish the Rio Grande Underground Water
Basin. This was necessitated because the water supply of the Rio Grande
was fully appropriated and new irrigation projects were being considered
which would rely on groundwater tributary to the river. It was obvious
that surface rights would be adversely affected by large groundwater
withdrawals, and the State Engineer, therefore, determined that he had
the authority to issue permits for unappropriated groundwater on the
condition that existing surface rights would be protected. This condition
could be met only if groundwater appropriators offset the effects of their
withdrawals by acquiring and retiring valid surface rights from usage. A
large amount of groundwater may be removed before surface flows are
affected because some of the groundwater is merely in storage in the
aquifer and constitutes a large resource of unused water. In addition,
return flows to the Rio Grande are quite large and, accordingly, it may be
years before the effects of groundwater withdrawals are reflected in
surface flows and new well users are not required to retire any surface
rights until these effects are felt.
Subsequent to the establishment of the Rio Grande Basin, the
authority of the State Engineer to require retirement of surface rights
was attacked. The Supreme Court of New Me)cico upheld the authority
in the case of City of Albuquerque v. Reynolds, 71 N.M. 428,379 P.2d 73 (1962)
wherein it was provided that the use, appropriation and administration
of groundwater are the same as for surface water and the State Engineer
has identical jurisdiction over both. The New Mexico Supreme Court has
recently decided another significant case. In Langenegger v. Carlsbad
Irrigation District, 82 N.M. 416, 483 P. 2d 297 (1971), the applicants sought
to supplement their surface appropriation by diverting through wells.
The application was contested on the basis that the applicants would be
getting a new appropriation of water in which they did not previously
have any rights. The Court treated the groundwater withdrawal as a
change in the point of diversion, and held that, in such a case, the water
appropriated need not be identical to that used to satisfy the surface
right. This case is significant because it allows the use of groundwater as
a supplement or alternate to a surface right similar to the statutory
scheme in Colorado. From the foregoing, it can be seen that New Mexico,
like Colorado, has devised a system for integrated use which protects
vested rights and contemporaneously promotes maximum utilization of
water resources.
The situation in California offered yet another problem due to its
acceptance of both appropriation and riparian rights. California has
devised the concept of average annual "safe yield" or the amount of water
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equivalent to the average annual recharge of an aquifer If withdrawals
from the aquifer by overlying riparian owners are less than the safe yield,
the difference may be taken by appropriators and exported Overlying
landowners may use all of the safe yield if they desire but have no priority
system and must rely upon correlative rights Once the safe yield has
been exceeded pumping by all wells, both appropriative and overlying,
continues for at least five years At this point, a legal principle is applied,
later pumpers are considered to have acquired prescriptive rights to
pump because of their adverse use infringing upon the rights of prior
pumpers The prior pumpers have also gained mutual prescriptive rights,
and thereafter the safe yield is achieved by proportionately reducing the
withdrawals of all wells Any overlying owners who did not withdraw
water lose their rights This method of mutual prescription was used to
establish water rights in several aquifers The basis for most of the water
right adjudications in California is the presumption that all water is
percolating unless proved otherwise In one case, groundwater was
described as interrelated with surface water which resulted in a
downstream user being entitled to share in upstream groundwater and
to call on upstream appropriators to release stored water to recharge the
depleted downstream aquifers Litigation was the chief means of
allocating water in California, at least until a suit was filed by the Orange
County Water District in 1963 seeking to adjudicate more than 2,500
upstream water rights Eventually the water users accepted four major
water districts as their agents to negotiate and solved the problems by
stipulation
Conclusion
The foregoing discussion makes it obvious that Colorado and New
Mexico have arrived at somewhat different solutions to the problem of
integrating the use of surface and groundwater The New Mexico system
offers a more direct and immediate approach than does the Colorado
system which relies more upon a statutory scheme Also, the Colorado
system places more stress upon the concept of establishing some
common ground of coexistence between surface and groundwater rights
while the New Mexico procedure makes the existence of one dependent
upon the retirement of the other, at least when the point is reached
where one infringes upon the other It is extremely significant that
neither system is based upon a strict and inflexible legal scheme In fact
both systems are characterized by a singular absence of specific
requirements Instead broad regulatory powers are created and the
opportunity for creativity is promoted The failure of the legislatures to
establish meaningful legislation in time to prevent or solve the problems
of integrated use is the reason for the procedures now employed
Cahfornia, on the other hand, has had to devise a completely different
solution to the integrated use problem due to its complex dual system of
water rights The examples set by these three states will give aid to other
states seeking to integrate usage of ground and surface water Texas in
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particular will be faced with a highly complex situation due to its
adherence to the English rule that a landowner owns the water under his
land and cannot be denied the right to produce his groundwater, even if it
infringes upon neighboring rights. In any event, western states are
finally recognizing the intimate hydraulic connections of ground and
surface water and the need to integrate their use. The Fcllhauercase was
very prophetic when it stated that this process will require the
integration of the principle of vested rights with the goal of maximum
utilization. Future laws which integrate water usage will, of necessity,
vary from state to state as has already been demonstrated. The one
constant however will be the goal of maximum utilization.
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TRANSMOUNTAIN WATER DIVERSION FOR THE
HIGH PLAINS
By Norman A. Evans
Water importation has become a very interesting subject
throughout the arid Southwest and the Rocky Mountain Region.
Apparent water deficits throughout the regions, coupled with rapid
population growth, have naturally turned attention to all possibilities for
water supply augmentation. In the Colorado River Basin, for example,
the population has grown over the past twenty years by 93%, and
earnings during the same time have increased by 204% (1). Colorado's
population increased by approximately 68%) in the past decade, apparently a response to the quality of life and amenities available in the area. A
survey to assess the reasons why people moved into the Southwest
disclosed that employment opportunities accounted for only 37% of new
residents, so other non-economic factors evidently played a dominant
role (1).
I recently visited a new town in southern Colorado called Pueblo
West. Under development by a large and successful subdivision corporation, the area encloses 37,000 acres and envisions a population of 70,000.
Of approximately 24,000 lots, half are now sold, although only a small
number have been built on and occupied. Water supply is currently
provided by wells pumping from 800 feet in a very low-yielding aquifer.
That supply is enough to serve only a small fraction of the expected
population, and the corporation is competing on the open market for any
surface water available in the area. Its need for water will become critical
almost immediately if those who purchased lots actually move in.
The corporation has purchased some water from the lower reaches
of the Arkansas River and will seek to transfer its point of diversion
upstream to Pueblo West. One might consider this trend to be an intrabasin transfer from agriculture upstream to municipal use. Interestingly,
residents in the neighborhood of John Martin Reservoir on the lower
Arkansas River recently had the option of buying water in competition
with Pueblo West. Their objective was to acquire a recreation pool for
John Martin Reservoir, which currently has none and is completely
drained almost every year. However, in the showdown, it was the
municipal user who placed the higher value on the water.
Water Importation
The AAAS Committee on Arid Lands recently issued a report
summarized in Science Magazine (2). The Committee suggests that
importation at the present time is justified primarily for supporting or
expanding irrigation agriculture. Municipal and industrial needs may
gradually assume greater importance in justification for importation.
They suggest that if irrigation agriculture is to be expanded on a large
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scale, there are major advantages for it to be done in areas having long
growing seasons and mild winters, such as in the Southwest. Expansion
there, however, will be impossible in the foreseeable future without
importation of water.
Outlining criteria by which importation should be decided, the
Committee lists a number of the usual national policy questions, largely
economic. But they add another which is increasingly popular — meeting
the goals of a national policy of population dispersal. Although no such
policy has yet been established, there is a strong trend in that direction at
both state and federal levels. The Committee believes that large-scale
water transfers can be an important means of determining where people
will live.
On the other hand, the Committee considers that domestic and
industrial needs are not appropriate criteria for importation. Most cities
in the arid regions probably can obtain all the water they need for
municipal uses through the year 2000 by purchasing water rights,
developing ground water, and recycling waste water. They suggest that,
"If adequate and reasonable notice and compensation are provided to
water-right owners, the practice of buying water rights can be done with
little adverse effects upon the families involved."
Ecological or environmental impacts are singled out as important
criteria, although difficult to assess, particularly in the area of origin.
This difficulty makes it imperative that transfers be made only when
there are compelling reasons for doing so, according to the Committee.
The Committee believes that the compelling reason for water
importation is to prevent social and economic disruption resulting from
failure to provide water to established irrigated areas where water
supplies are inadequate to maintain the current level of irrigation. Two
problems for irrigated areas are noted: (l) Diminishing water supply,
particularly ground water, and (2) Areas having salinity problems, both
in the irrigated soils and in the surface water supplies. They look upon
water importation in such situations as a rescue operation to avoid social
and economic upheaval.
If we can accept the Committee's analysis and conclusion that water
importation can be justified to save a "drying-up" economy, then
certainly the fiigh Plains of eastern Colorado will soon begin to qualify.
Indeed, economic health at current levels is projected for about 25 years,
the same life projected for its ground water supply.
Northern High Plains
An area of 9,500 square miles (6,000,000 acres) lying on the eastern
boundary of Colorado, the Northern High Plains is a remnant of the
Pliocene Age. The east-sloping, gently rolling plain falls from an
elevation of 6,000 feet on the west of 3,400 feet on the east. Shallow
surface depressions are frequent throughout, and three major stream
channels originate within it. These are the north and south forks of the
Republican River and the Arikaree River.
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Figure 1 Boundaries of the Northern High Plains of Colorado used in this study
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The dominant geologic formation of the area is the Ogallala, an
important water-bearing aquifer The Ogallala was deposited by
meandering streams carrying outwash from the Rocky Mountains
These deposits formed a planar surface from the Rockies to the Missouri
River Recent erosion has removed the deposits next to the foothills,
leaving the High Plains escarpment east of the South Platte Valley
The Ogallala formation is a mixture of red and yellow clay, silt, fine
to coarse sand, gravel, and caliche It is mixed but yet layed down in
continuous lenses which transmit water readily Wells in the formation
yield up to 2,500 gallons per minute The Ogallala formation itself is
exposed over approximately 30% of the area An important area of dune
sand ranging up to 170 feet thick covers some 15% of the area Although
there is no water table within the sand, it is a very important ground
water recharge area A material known as Peorian loess overlies 25'-\Tof
the area, however This formation tends to be slowly permeable and
allows relatively little recharge
The Ogallala
Within the northern High Plains, this formation ranges from 50 to
460 feet in thickness The formation extends into Nebraska, Kansas,
Oklahoma, and Texas Colorado has only a small piece of a very
important water-bearing aquifer Bounded on the north, west, and south
by surface river systems, the South Platte and the Arkansas, the Ogallala
formation unfortunately has no hydraulic connection with either It lies
at an elevation well above both rivers A total storage volume of
80,000,000 acre-feet is estimated in the formation, half of which is
considered recoverable (40,000,000 acre-feet) Water table depth ranges
100 to 200 feet generally over the area, but rises to 50 feet in the dune
sands (due to high recharge rate) Saturated thickness of aquifer ranges
from a low of 50 feet through the western half of the region to 100 feet in
the eastern half, except for the dune sand area, where it reaches a
maximum of 300 ft
Hydraulic conductivity of the formation is less than 500 gallons per
day per square foot over 75% of the area However, again, in the dune
sand area, it ranges from 750 to 2,000 gallons per day per square foot
One cannot help but be surprised at the combination of circumstances
which left the dune sand area with a sand cover to facilitate infiltration of
rainfall, a highly conductive media, and a very deep formation Unfortunately, the agricultural worth of the dune sand is generally poor

Natural Recharge
All recharge to the formation depends upon precipitation on the
surface Variability in surface soil results in non-uniform infiltration
across the area The dune sand area is estimated to recharge ap45
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proximately 2 inches per year, while the Ogallala formation and Peorian
Loess recharge only 1 inch per year. Around 430,000 acre-feet are
recharged into the ground water annually.
Natural discharges from the aquifer through rivers, springs, seeps,
and sub-surface flows total 405,000 acre-feet per year. The three river
channels remove the following amounts: North Fork-Republican, 50,000
acre-feet per year; South Fork-Republican, 35,000 acre-feet per year; and
Arikaree, 20,000 acre-feet per year. Two sub-surface discharges totaling
105,000 acre-feet per year have been tentatively identified by Riddell (3)
as removing water from the basin, but have not been confirmed.
In summary, a recharge estimate of 430,000 acre-feet per year is
compared with a natural discharge from the aquifer annually of
approximately the same amount, meaning that any ground water
withdrawal for irrigation or municipal uses must deplete the volume of
water in storage.
Artificial Recharge
It is estimated that 20% of the pumped irrigation water returns to
the water table (5). Artificial recharge has been demonstrated in the
flood plain of the Arikaree River near Cope, where 400 acre-feet were
recharged from flood flow in 1965 at a cost of $5 per acre-foot. Playa
lakes offer recharge possibilities if methods can be devised to control the
sediment film which makes them impervious. Efforts are being made at
the present time to devise such methods and to develop alternatives such
as recharging pits.*
*An interdisciplinary research project was awarded by the Environmental Resources
Center under theWater Resources Research Act of 1964 (PL88-37 9) to three faculty in
Engineering and Soil Science for the purpose of assessing recharge potentials in the High
Plains. (Colorado State University)

Water Use
The oldest recorded well in the area dates to 1915 and is located at
Idalia. In the 1920's, several town wells were constructed. By 1950, 220
wells pumped 37,000 acre-feet per year. The number of wells jumped to
500 in 1960 and to 2,560 in 1970. Pumpage increased to 84,000 acre-feet
in 1960 and to 430,000 acre-feet in 1970.
Water level changes in the area during the period 1964-1971 have
been documented by the U.S. Geological Survey (4). Declines of varying
amounts were noted over 75% of the area, but rises occurred along the
western boundary, covering about 25%of the area. These were observed
in areas of thin aquifer in which pumping volumes are small, with
relatively few wells and during the period of higher than normal
precipitation. The following table summarizes water table changes with
associated percent of the area.
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TABLE 1
Water Table Chiinge
> -16'
-8'< x < - 1 6 '
-4'< x < - 8 '
0 < x <-4'
0<x<+4'

Percent of Area
3%
5%
15%
50%
25%

The dramatic increase in volume of pumping reflects an equally
dramatic increase in irrigated acreage. Conspicuous among the new
crops in the area were sugar beets which now, in the High Plains area,
produce one-fourth of the total state tonnage. Yuma and Kit Carson
Counties each produce over 200,000 tons of sugar beets and rank among
the top four counties of the State of Colorado. Other dominant crops
include grain sorgum, grain corn, and alfalfa.
Pumping costs in the area average 3At per acre-foot of lift, making
the cost of an acre-foot lifted 250 feet at 1,000 gallons per minute as
$8.50. Pumping plants are powered by either natural gas or electricity. A
study of pumping plant efficiency revealed that they average less than
50% of that which should be obtained, reflecting poor advisory services
available to the owners on pump and motor selection.

Ground Water Management
A Colorado State Ground Water Commission has authority to
regulate withdrawals from designated ground water basins, which
include most of the northern High Plains. The Commission policy now
allows for depletion of 40% of the storage volume in 25 years. With a
minimum well spacing established as one-half mile, the Commission will
allow only the number of wells in any area which will fall within the
allowable depletion policy.

State Water Supply
A recent report of the Colorado Environmental Commission (6) has
summarized, in a "broad-brush" way, the water supply picture for
Colorado. Around 16,000,000 acre-feet of water originates annually
within the State. Fifty percent of it flows into surface streams during the
months of May and June, as a result of snow melt in the high mountains.
Storage is absolutely necessary if maximum use of that water is to be
made within Colorado.
Two major water storage projects on the South Platte River are in
early stages of planning: (l) The Narrows Reservoir; and (2) The Two
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Figure 5
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Forks Reservoir, above Denver Both are designed to conserve flood
water within the State Five projects in the Colorado Basin are
authorized by the Congress They are designed to permit Colorado to use
its full share of the Colorado River water allocated by Inter-State
Compact The Rio Grande supply IS totally used at present Colorado has
difficulty delivering enough water to New Mexico and Texas to comply
with the Compact on that river The Arkansas Basin has a severe
shortage of water The Fryingpan-Arkansas interbasin diversion will
provide the Pueblo Reservoir as a storage facility and flood control
feature Approximately 70,000 acre-feet per year will be brought into the
Arkansas Vallev from the Western Slope Municipalities will utilize
20,500 acre-feet, and irrigation agriculture the balance
The report concludes that much of the growing water demands will
have to be filled from water savings through more efficient use,
recycling, and re-use However, all these processes result in mineral
concentration problems, and methods will need to be developed to
account for them The Colorado River, in particular, faces serious
limitations on additional irrigation use in Colorado for this reason
Of the 16,000,000 acre-feet of virgin water annually, 9,000,000 are
required for delivery out of the State under inter-state compacts and instream uses This leaves 7,000,000 acre-feet projected as available for
consumptive use However, current water use totals 7,200,000 acre-feet
per year, so it is obvious that the available supply will not serve under
current usage and practices, while at the same time satisfying in-stream
and compact requirements Some uses will have to be curtailed unless the
efficiency factor and re-use are brought into effect
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Inter-Basin Transfers
Beginning about 1963, water planners of the southwest region
began thinking about massive inter-basin transfers. The Pacific
Southwest Water Plan, conceived by the Department of Interior to use
northern California water to augment demands in Imperial Valley and
the Central Arizona Project, triggered around 40 plans. Some of them are
international, depending upon Yukon or other Canadian water surpluses. None of them have been carried into an investigation phase such
that their feasibility is fully established. Table 2 lists 21 of these projects
along with estimates of annual water production and the project cost.
The conceptual nature of all these projects should be emphasized. None
of them are based upon more than cursory study, although some have
been examined adequately to be assured of physical feasibility.
The only large inter-basin import plan authorized by Congress at the
present time is the West Texas-East New Mexico Project authorized in
1967. Reconnaissance investigations have defined the possibility of
bringing water into that area from the Mississippi River. There are many
who feel this possibility eliminates for the time being any further
consideration of Canadian imports, even if agreement with Canada could
be reached — at this time a doubtful outlook.

Inter-Basin Transfers in Colorado
Transmountain diversions in Colorado were begun prior to the turn
of the century. One of the earliest was the Grand River EHversion
bringing irrigation water into the Poudre River Basin. By the 1930's,
diversion projects of substantial size were conceived by eastern slope
water users in response to projected shortages. The City of Denver,
through its water board, was a leader in this movement, and irrigated
agriculture, too, joined to take water from the Colorado River Basin.
Several of the more important diversions which now exist from the
Colorado River Basin to eastern slope users are diagrammed on the
attached map (Fig. 7).
At the present time 461,000 acre-feet are removed from the
Colorado River Basin in Colorado and transported to other basins. The
Platte River Basin takes 388,000 acre-feet, the Arkansas River Basin,
71,000 acre-feet, and the Rio Grande River Basin, 2,000 acre-feet (7).
Berthoud Pass Ditch and Moffat Tunnel take water from the Fraser
River. The Tunnel was constructed by the Denver Water Board. Since
1959, water has been diverted from the Williams Fork Drainage via Jones
Pass Tunnel and Vasquez Tunnel into the Fraser River Basin and
through the Moffat Tunnel into South Boulder Creek.
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The Colorado Big Thompson Project collects water in four storage
facilities: Grand Lake, Shadow Mountain Reservoir, Granby Reservoir,
and Willow Creek Reservoir. The Transmountain Diversion Tunnel
(Alva B. Adams Tunnel) runs from Grand Lake into the Estes Park area.
Water is pumped from the lower reservoirs into Grand Lake.
The Denver Water Board collection system on the Williams Fork
River is supported by Williams Fork Reservoir, which stores surplus
spring runoff to be used later as replacement water for the Moffat
Tunnel water diverted from either the Fraser River or the Williams Fork
River or for Blue River water diverted through the Roberts Tunnel. The
Reservoir was built in 1938 and was enlarged during 1956-1959 to
provide a capacity of 97,000 acre-feet.
On the Blue River, the major diversions are Dillon Reservoir and
Roberts Tunnel, which are owned and operated by the Denver Water
Board. Roberts Tunnel delivers water to the North Fork of the South
Platte River, near the town of Grant.
Hoosier Pass Tunnel is fed by a surface collection system from four
tributaries of the Blue River, and furnishes water to the municipality of
Colorado Springs.
Boreas Pass Ditch collects water from several unnamed tributaries
of the Blue above elevation 11,480 feet and diverts this water to the
Platte River Basin. The Freemont Pass Ditch similarly diverts water from
small tributaries of Ten Mile Creek into the East Fork of the Arkansas
River.
Several ditches pick up Eagle River Water for delivery to the East
Slope. Robinson Lake, Wurtz Ditch, Ewing Ditch, and Columbine Ditch
all divert water to the Arkansas River Basin. Their combined drainage
areas contain only 9.5 square miles in total.
The Homestake Project diverts water from West Cross Creek, Fall
Creek, Peterson Creek, and various tributaries of the East and Middle
Forks of Homestake Creek into a storage reservoir on the Middle Fork of
Homestake Creek. The collected water is then diverted through the
Continental Divide into the Arkansas Basin by the Homestake Tunnel.
Another collection system is under construction on the Eagle River
which will divert water through Tennessee Pass Tunnel into the
Arkansas Basin. The average estimated yield from the Homestake
system is 48,500 acre-feet annually, which will be supplemented by an
estimated average yield from the Eagle system of 18,500 acre-feet.
A diversion project of the Denver Water Board, known as the
Roberts Tunnel collection system, is based upon water rights on
tributaries of the Eagle River running from Red Sandstone Creek on the
north to Homestake Creek on the south. The system is planned to
eventually divert water through Vail Pass Tunnel into Dillon Reservoir.
The Roaring Fork River drains an area lying to the south of the
Eagle. Twin Lakes Tunnel diverts water from tributaries of the Roaring
Fork River near Independence Pass and discharges into Lake Creek and
then into Twin Lakes Reservoir. The Busk-Ivanhoe Tunnel picks up
water from Ivanhoe Creek on the Fryingpan River and delivers it to Busk
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Creek in the Arkansas River Basin. The Fryingpan-Arkansas Project is
based upon storage replacement in Ruedi Reservoir on the Fryingpan
River which will permit diversion of 70,000 acre-feet to the Arkansas
Basin.
The Colorado River
I
4
'

(
.
f

,

We now have an almost completely controlled river with total
storage capacity of five times the average runoff volume. No usable
water escapes except that which is evaporated and transpired. Releases
from Lake Powell and Lake Mead are predictable within 1,000,000 acrefeet (on a total of over 8maf) over a two to three-year period.
There has been tremendous lower basin demand upon the water,
and although a 1922 Compact specifies the division between upper and
lower basin. Still we have the lower basin trying to equate its current
water needs against a limited but known supply, while the upper basin is
trying to preserve its known supply for future uses. Mexico has a treaty
calling for delivery of 1.5 maf, but has become alarmed at the increasing
salt concentration of water which it receives under the treaty. Likewise
have lower basin states expressed alarm at the mineral quality of water
being received from the upper basin. A national policy on water quality
control and enhancement represents a potential new constraint to the
use of water presently available to the upper basin.
At its headwaters, the Colorado River has a total dissolved solids
concentration of 50 mg /I. or less. As the water moves downstream, there
is a gradual increase in salinity to approximately 800 mg/1. at Imperial
Dam. The increased salt load is a result of both natural processes and
activities of man. Present estimates indicate 47% of the salt is due to
natural processes, 37% originates from irrigated lands, 12% as a result of
reservoir evaporation, 3 % due to out-of-basin exports, and 1% from
municipal and industrial use.
Several studies conducted to date have projected the salt load under
current and planned water use to increase from the current level at
Imperial Dam to over 1,000 mg/1. by 1980 and as high as 1,350 mg/1. by
2020, unless methods of salt control are found (8). The present annual
economic detriments of salinity in the Colorado River Basin are
estimated at $16,000,000, projected to increase to $28,000,000 in 1980.
More than 80%oi these detriments would be incurred in the lower basin.
It is easy to understand why additional transmountain diversions,
coming from the high elevations along the Rocky Mountains and
consisting of water at less than 50 mg/1. salt, poses serious concern to the
entire Colorado River Basin. The upper basin has reason to look toward
this pristine water for dilution to keep the total concentration in the river
as low as possible. If this can be done, the proposed five Colorado
irrigation projects might be constructed without objection. If not, the
outlook is that federal constraints based on water quality may prevent
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these projects from being built. Lower basin interests would not object to
that eventuality.
The outlook, then, for transmountain diversions from Colorado
Basin to East Slope is dim. Not only is almost all of the water in the
Colorado Basin presently appropriated, but heavy pressures to prevent
removal of any high quality water from the upper basin are strong.
Western Colorado economic and social concerns also play a substantial
role in shaping the future of such transfers.
Much concern has been generated in the last year about environmental impact of exportation from the numerous small tributaries in the
upper basin. Many of them represent valuable recreation resources.
Attention is rapidly shifting to the in-stream values of such waters, and
statutory efforts are being made to change state water laws to permit
recognition of these values in the appropriation doctrine. There is little
doubt that these efforts will bear fruit within a relatively short time, and
if so, a new constraint to further inter-basin diversions will be born.
Taken altogether, the outlook for further augmentation of eastern slope
water supplies from the Colorado Basin is dark.
High Plains Water Augmentation
Having now extensively described the High Plains Region, and
having reviewed the inter-basin water transfer outlook for west to east
importation, I am forced to conclude that there is no viable possibility for
High Plains water supply augmentation from western Colorado sources.
The only hope in sight may lie in Missouri River Basin diversions.
This would envision a diversion of 10,000,000 acre-feet annually from
the Missouri below Fort Randall Dam. By means of a series of dams and
pumps, water would be moved up the Niobrara River from its mouth to
Alliance, Nebraska. This 2,800-ft. pump lift would permit a gravity canal
to serve northwestern Nebraska, eastern Colorado, western Kansas,
western Oklahoma, and western Texas, and would terminate near the
Pecos River in New Mexico. The estimated cost is around $3.5 billion.
Time will not permit a discussion of this proposal, but suffice to say,
water user interests on the Missouri River have voiced opposition to the
concept. However, this proposal appears to be the only possibility for
augmenting water supplies in the High Plains of Colorado.
Innovative individuals have suggested that the proposed Narrows
Reservoir on the South Platte River might offer an opportunity through
considerable pumping for augmentation to the High Plains. Clearly this
would be possible, but the volume of water potentially available for this
use is very small. There have been no studies made of the possibility, and
it is not included in the Narrows Project planning at this time.
Rather ironically, heavy metropolitan Denver water demands have
given rise to importation schemes from the High Plains to Denver.
Again, such proposals have only been conceptual, and no thorough
economic or engineering studies have been made, to my knowledge. With
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projected population growth in the Front Range strip between Fort
Collins and Pueblo, it is quite conceivable that municipal and industrial
uses could turn toward the High Plains as a source.
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HENRY P. CAULFIELD — Discussant
One of the ways to sort out these two papers is to note a major
difference of consideration and implication. It has to do with the nature
of groundwater and water supply. The first paper by George Radosevich
and William Sutton is based on the concept of groundwater as a tributary
— in a tributary relationship with surface water. In other words, the
surface streams, the Platte and the Arkansas, and the surrounding
related groundwater under the surface of the earth form a well
articulated system in which the water flows out of the river into the
ground and out of the ground into the river. Thus, conjunctive use of
ground and surface water is the model of scientific consideration in
hydrology and is the factual situation to which rules should be related
with respect to the legal regime and management.
On the other hand, Norman Evans in his discussion of the Ogallala
formation, treats groundwater in Colorado as though it were in a closed
basin for water management purposes, whereas in reality it continues
into Nebraska and Kansas. Thus, it is treated as a closed basin in which
the water is being mined and, as indicated, the policy is to allow mining to
deplete 40 percent of the groundwater in 25 years.
This represents two different perspectives with respect to the
groundwater regime in relation to surface water. The Ogallala formation
does relate to streams since its waters emerge from the ground in
Nebraska and Kansas. The present interstate compacts, as far as I am
aware, have no bearing on this particular question between Colorado,
Nebraska, and Kansas. Therefore, there is the prospect, sometime in the
future, that Kansas and Nebraska might object to the mining of
groundwater in Colorado. This might result in interesting problems in
compacting the equitable apportionment of the water between Colorado
on one hand and Kansas and Nebraska on the other. So far as I am aware,
there has been no move to raise this question either in the federal
government or between the states involved. This is the first general
comment.
The paper by George Radosevich and William Sutton is very useful
in showing to those of us from universities that is is very unfortunate
that the groundwater regime and the regime of the groundwater relation
to surface water is not better understood prior to actual development.
The law was founded, as they indicated, out of false presuppositions as to
relationships of fact. One point that was not stressed sufficiently is that
not only is there a problem of hydrology and a problem of law, but there
have also been major technological advances in the last twenty years. The
quality of pumps, for example, with their increased efficiency has much
to do with highlighting the problem of groundwater retrieval in the
Ogallala formation. There are also many high-capacity pumps in the
Arkansas and South Platte Basins. So it is the combination of hydraulic,
legal, and technological problems which has largely brought the
groundwater quandry to the State of Colorado.
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The most important generalization to dwell upon and consider,
arising from the Radosevich-Sutton paper, is the concept of maximum
utilization. This term has arisen out of legal and legislative considerations, and is the central concept relating groundwater and surface
water. But what, actually, does this mean? Maximum utilization is
supposed to be given meaning by what is said to be the creativity and
experimentation by the State Engineer and the courts. It is rather
indefinite at the present time. The only criteria indicated is the "futile
call" concept, namely, no close-down when there is no point in closing
down a junior appropriator of well water within the basin. We also have
the provision that the owner of a senior surface right may use
groundwater pumping as an alternative to a surface right, just so he does
not use the surface water right. There was a point made that senior water
users may be compelled, even if they are not compelled now, by creativity
and experimentation to use groundwater diversion points for one reason
or another to maximize water use in the future.
Maximum utilization is trying to be accomplished in Colorado, of
course, without overt violation of the doctrine that a property right
cannot be taken away without just compensation. First-in-time is firstin-right. Within this context what does maximum utilization really
mean? As far as I am aware, the courts have not faced up, in any rigorous
sense, to the meaning of maximum utilization. Does it mean, in a
volumetric sense, the maximum amount of water that can be diverted
from ditches by pumps and from the river onto any and all acres of
whatever quality? This might be viewed as a concept of maximum
utilization that does not take into account efficiency in use. If the
question of efficiency is raised, then how should water be distributed for
maximum physical production? Should maximum physical production be
the efficiency standard? Perhaps not. Maybe it should be maximum or
net economic value of the crops in the area. To have any kind of economic
criteria involved in regulatory doctrine, however, would appear to be a
significant departure from traditional water rights doctrine. It may be
that water use will be increasingly regulated in terms of efficiency
criteria, but many years of evolution would appear to be needed to make
those terms operative.
Examining the use of water rights in Israel, one sees that water
rights there involve a permit for a fixed number of years. Issuance of
permits takes into account crops that are expected to be most economically efficient from Israel's national point of view. Any such concept of
efficiency, as a definition of maximum use, clearly is a long way away m
development in Colorado or any of the western states. In the future, as
water becomes tighter and tighter for agricultural purposes, however,
we may well move in that direction in terms of proper land use.
The discussion in both papers has treated largely water and
agriculture. Also the doctrine of maximum utilization would appear to
relate largely to agricultural uses. The increasingly competing demands
for municipal and industrial water are not taken into account. Moreover,
not taken into account is what is not now a matter of right, namely use of
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water for recreation and fish and wildlife — environmental uses. Such
uses are increasingly matters of value to the people of Colorado,
Wyoming, New Mexico, and other western areas. We cannot really
discuss a growing legal water regime without taking into consideration
the fact that the issue is not just the apportionment of water among
agricultural users within the concept of maximum utilization. There has
to be consideration of the other water uses. This, in my opinion, is very
important.
As in the case of the Ogallala formation in eastern Colorado, there
are parallel examples of mining water in western Texas and Arizona.
These are the three notable areas of this country where water-mining
occurs and where, also, ideas have originated for some kind of areal
salvage operations. The rationale is that government should bring water
to these areas, despite the fact that a society, a social system, evolved in
each area committed to being there on the basis of a finite subsurface
water supply. Water should be imported, it is argued, in order that those
communities will not go out of existence as their supplies dwindle.
With respect to the Missouri River Basin Diversion scheme (the Beck
Plan, Table 2 of Evan's paper) that might furnish water for eastern
Colorado, I am not as "bearish" in political terms about this plan as
perhaps Norman Evans. This scheme is associated, not technically but
coincidentally, with efforts in Canada for the development of waters in
Manitoba and Saskatchewan. Comprehensive studies are in process
there, and it has been suggested openly and publicly there and in
Canadian academic journals that real advantages might accrue to Canada
by exporting water to the general vicinity of the upper Missouri in order
to supplement the supplies there. Thus, by a system of water trading,
possibly the equities could be worked out in such a way that the Missouri
Basin states in general would not be averse to the importation of water
under the Beck Plan, as indicated in Dr. Evans' paper. This is not to say,
however, that such a scheme would be economically justifiable.
The Texas-New Mexico plan for diversion of the Mississippi River
has much against it. It has a lift of 3,300 feet. Some estimates, that are
around $45 per acre-foot for water, contemplate an assessmejnt on the
general public of West Texas (not the farmers) of $30 per acre-foot. The
farmers would pay $15 per acre-foot for water. There is the political fact,
however, that two-thirds of the population in Texas lives in the eastern
part of the State with very little interest in supporting a western Texas
scheme. On the other hand, some influential people of eastern Texas
want a major canal system running down the Gulf of Mexico. Joint
support of the two regional plans might be possible if the costs are not
unduly frightening. Some say that Louisiana will not accept this scheme;
but there are some things that Louisiana wants from Texas in the way of
storage capacities in Texas to provide low flows into Louisiana at certain
times of the year. So there exists the potential of a political trade at some
point between the Chairman of the Appropriations Committee of the
House, Congressman Mahon from Lubbock, Texas, and the Chairman of
the Appropriations Committee of the U.S. Senate, Senator Ellender from
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Louisiana.* At some point, there may be a "high-noon" trading session
somewhere in the middle of Texas. This is the politics of water. Just as
hydrology and law are important considerations, so too are politics.
There are opposing views within the Nation concerning large interbasin transfers. In the eastern part of the country, there may well be
possibilities of such occurrences. There are professional discussions, not
very specific but general, relating to political transfers into the Great
Lakes which might benefit both Canada and the United States in terms of
lake-level stabilization and pollution control. Already indicated are the
Prairie Provinces of Canada which may have an interest in obtaining
some economies of scale by including water shipments to the United
States. In the western part of the continent, in the Columbia River area
of Canada and the United States, there exists a high degree of negative
concern for major inter-basin transfer. Recently, I have had occasion to
talk with people both in California and Arizona who were very active in
the Congressional consideration of the Colorado Basin Project Act of
1968. Interestingly enough, there is great apathy, according to these
sources, in Southern California and Arizona for such major inter-basin
transfers. In California, it is due to a decline in population growth in the
southern part of the State. This, plus a slow-down in development, has
extended targets for water expansion 20 years in that region. In Arizona,
the Central Arizona Project is under construction and not yet in
operation. There is no real interest now in pushing for additional, bigscale projects which could mean more water for Colorado and other
states, not just the NAWPA Plan that is mentioned in Dr. Evans'paper,
but other plans (see Table 2 of Evans' paper). There is apparent apathy
now, as contrasted to the great enthusiasm and seeming urgency of
getting water from the Columbia River of five years ago.
You can note in the presentations herein, the cycles of drought and
relative water sufficiency in the arid and semiarid West. Political action
follows droughts in this region as it follows floods in the East. It is
entirely possible, if we should experience the type of drought we had in
the 1930's and 1950's, that the situation with respect to enthusiasm for
large-scale, inter-basin transfers would change. It would affect not only
the High Plains, but the Colorado River Basin too. It might make large
inter-basin projects politically possible.
On a smaller scale in Colorado, however, there is a different political
situation with respect to the prospects of inter-basin transfers as a
solution to water shortage. There is much more likelihood at some time
in the future, it seems to me, of reducing water for agriculture to meet
not only municipal and industrial needs of the Front Range, but also
saving the water on the Western Slope of the Colorado Rockies for
environmental and other uses there. The small quantities of water in the
many projects described by Dr.Evans represent little trout streams. If
you have seen the Eagle-Piney film that is being shown widely in
* Since the presentation of this paper. Sen. EUender died with the Committee chairmanship
passing to Sen. McClellan of Arkansas, a state with similar concerns.
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Colorado, with respect to trout versus Denver water, you can see what
the politics of water may become in the State of Colorado in the near
future.
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PART IV. THE CHALLENGES AND CHANGES
IN LAND USE
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I

THE RANGELAND PREDATION PROBLEM
Alexander T. Cringan
Introduction
"The Rangeland Predation Problem" in 1972 conveys many different
meanings to different people. It induces emotional, sometimes irrational,
responses among people at either extreme of the tight control-no control
range. But whatever one's viewpoint, the comment of the National
Academy of Sciences in 1970 is as appropriate now as it was then:
"When all the polite considerations are stripped from the
controversy of livestock depredation, there remains the
confrontation of the coyote as the predator and the sheep as
the prey. All socioeconomic conflicts of other species scale
down from this end of the predator-prey spectrum."
Today I shall confine my remarks essentially to coyote {Canis latrans)sheep relations, as the basis of the rangeland predation problem. More
than 75 percent of the nation's stock sheep in 1971 were in the 11
western states, Texas and the Dakotas (USDA 1971), clearly relating
rangeland predation to general arid zone problems.
An abundance of material on predation and its management has
been published since 1964. General papers include the Leopold Report
(1964), Hall (1966), Evanson's doctoral dissertation (1967), N.A.S.'s
Review (1970), the Cain Report (1972), and Senator McGee's "Hearings
on Predator Control and Related Problems" (1972). Specific papers by
authorities such as Mech (1966), Hornocker (1970), and Pimlott (1967),
have contributed substantially to our understanding of the basic
biological principles concerning mammalian predation.

Elements of the Rangeland Coyote-Sheep Problem
Reference to the more general papers cited above, together with
other selected sources, allows the construction of a general statement
concerning the problem of predation by coyotes on sheep in the
rangelands of the western U.S.A. Some of the more important elements
are:
(1) Populations of domestic sheep in the U.S.A. declined from 33.17 x
106 to 19.56 X 10^ between 1960 and 1971 (USDA 1971) (Fig. 1).
Concurrently, populations declined only slightly in South America,
Europe, and the U.S.S.R.; and increased in Asia, Africa, and Oceania,
effecting a world-wide increase. This domestic decline is attributed
generally to declining profit margins, operational problems, and
reductions in grazing allotments on public lands. Per capita values of
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ïig. 1. Domestic Sheep Populations, U.S.A., and Coyotes Removed in Federal Control
Program, 1916-70.

sheep on farms in the U.S.A. increased from $16.50 to $23.70
between 1960 and 1971, During the same period, average price per
pound of wool received by farmers dropped from 42.0(1: to 35.5C
after rising as high as 53.2C. Price-support payments guaranteed
returns to farmers of 62<t per pound in 1961, rising to 72i|: per pound
in 1972 (Fig. 2).
A total death rate for sheep which further reduces the already
narrow margin of profit is sometimes cited as a factor contributing
to recent declines in national sheep populations. Reynolds and
Gustad (1971), cited in Cain (1972), summarized the results of eight
surveys which suggested that 21.3 percent of all sheep and lambs in
western states died due to all causes and that 24.6 percent of total
deaths were due to predators. It appears as if toxic plants, exposure,
disease, desertion, and other factors, cause about three times as
many losses of sheep as predation does.
(2) The coyote is an extremely adaptable, versatile, and successful
species. It has both increased in numbers and extended its range
substantially since predator control was formalized by the
predecessor of the U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife in
1915. Nationally, numbers of coyotes taken by hunters supervised
by the U.S.B.S.F.W. has increased from a range of 0.12-0.37 x 10^
annually between 1916 and 1925, to 0.69-1.05 x 10^ per year
between 1961 and 1970 (Presnall 1948, Cain 1972) (Fig. 3). There
has been a slight decline since the peak harvest of 1940-1947. Costs
of this program have risen rapidly since the mid-fifties, especially
Bureau costs which in 1970 comprised 43.5 percent of the total costs
of 7.53 X $10*.
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(3)

Some of the fluctuations in the national take of coyotes by federal
trappers between 1935 and 1970 reflect changes in the methods of
killing coyotes. Introduction of the "coyote-getter" device for
delivering hydrogen cyanide to coyotes in the early 1940's preceded
the all-time peak harvest of the mid-1940's. "1080/' or sodium
monofluoroacetate, was used intensively from 1949 until 1968,
after which its use declined until early in 1972 when use of
"economic" poisons by federal trappers was suspended (Fig. 3).
(4) Concern by the public regarding: the humane attributes of predator
control practices, impact of predator control on non-target species,
and the ethics of subsidized predator control to benefit an industry
already receiving high support payments and being charged low fees
for the privilege of grazing stock on public lands, has contributed to
substantial modifications in predator control policy in the U.S.A.
since 1964. As a consequence of the Leopold Commission's (1964)
study, the Predator and Rodent Control Branch of the U.S. Bureau
of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife was replaced by the Division of
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Wildlife Services; and a revised, more comprehensive policy
(Gottschalk 1967) for animal damage control was produced. These
actions reflected two basic tenets recognized by Leopold:
"1) All native animals are resources of inherent interest
and value to the people of the United States. Basic
governmental policy therefore should be one of husbandry of all forms of wildlife.
2) At the same time, local population control is an
essential part of a management policy, where a species is
causing significant damage to other resources or crops,
or where it endangers human health or safety. Control
should be limited to the troublesome species, preferably
to the troublesome individuals, and in any event to the
localities where substantial damage or danger exists."
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More recently, in February 1972, the administration, in its annual
environmental statement, announced intentions to ban the use of
specified "economic" poisons on federal lands and to transfer
predator control responsibilities from the U.S.B.S.F.W. to state
agencies over a three-year period. Subsequently, intent to ban
interstate commerce of the same "economic" poisons was announced.
Still more recently, the Cain Commission released its report
containing 15 recommendations which, if implemented, will have
far-reaching and long-lasting effects on predator management on
the rangelands and elsewhere in the U.S.A. These were:
"1. . . . that federal-state cooperation in predator
control be continued, and that all funds in its
support come from appropriations by Congress and
by the legislatures.
2. . . . that immediate Congressional action be
sought to remove all existing toxic chemicals from
registration and use for operational predator
control . . . . that these restrictions extend to those
toxicants used in field rodent control whose action
is characterized by the secondary poisoning of
scavengers. Pending . . . that the Secretary of the
Interior disallow use of the aforementioned
chemicals in the federal operational programs of
predator and rodent control, and that this ruling be
made a standard in cooperative agreements with
the states. Moreover . . . that the individual states
pass legislation to ban the use of toxicants in
predator control.
3. . . . that the field force of the Division of Wildlife
Services be professionalized to emphasize employment of qualified wildlife biologists capable of
administering and demonstrating a broadly based
program of predator management.
4. . . . that in all states a cooperative trappertrainer extension program be established as a
means of aiding landowners in the minimum
necessary control of predators on private lands.
5. . . . that Congress provide some means of
alleviating the economic burden of livestock
producers who experience heavy losses by
predators.
6. . . . that grazing permits and leases written by
federal land management agencies provide for
possible suspension or revocation of grazing
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privileges if regulations governing predator control
are violated.
7. . . . that all methods of predator control be
prohibited on statutory wilderness areas.
8. . . . that federal and state legislation be passed
that would make the shooting from aircraft of
wildlife, including predators and game animals,
illegal except under exceptional circumstances and
then only by authorized wildlife biologists of the
appropriate federal and state agencies. (Since this
recommendation was written, the House and
Senate have passed the bill, introduced by
Representative John Dingell, that accomplishes the
same purpose.)
9. . . . to the Federal Aviation Authority that a
provision be made for suspending or revoking the
license of a private pilot and the confiscation of the
aircraft — when he knowingly carries a passenger
whose acts lead to conviction for illegal predator
control, such as shooting from the aircraft or
distributing poisons.
10. . . . that action be taken by Congress to rule out
the broadcast of toxicants for the control of
rodents, rabbits, and other vertebrate pests on
federal lands, and that the possibility of correlative
action be explored for private lands as well.
11. . . . a long-term research program based in the
Division of Wildlife Research, Bureau of Sport
Fisheries and Wildlife, that would cover the gamut
of ecological problems associated with predators.
12. . . . that the Division of Wildlife Research of the
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife undertake a
detailed socio-economic study of cost-benefit ratios
of predator control as a means of evaluating the
need for and efficiency of the program and its
separate parts.
13. . . . that
the
D i v i s i o n of
Wildlife
Research . . . be delegated the responsibility for the
study of the epidemiology of rabies in the field by a
team of specialists provided with adequate funding.
14. . . . that Congress give the Secretary of Interior
authority to take measures necessary to protect all
species of predators that have been placed on the
Endangered Species List by the Federal Government.
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15. . . . that
supplement
endangered
measures to
(5)

the several states take measures to
the federal protection of rare and
species by enacting laws and taking
protect locally rare populations."

Integrated consideration of the foregoing elements permits a simple
statement of the rangeland predation problem that: it is to manage
predators and predation in the otherwise intensively managed
rangelands of the western U.S.A., so as to increase the satisfaction,
or else decrease the dissatisfaction, of ranchers, environmentalists,
and the populace in general. A declining wool-growing industry, and
a rising environmentalism complicate the issue.
Biological Considerations Concerning the Rangeland
Predation Problem

I have already noted the adaptability of the coyote. Its grand increase
in numbers during the first half of this century represents what some
authorities call "population replacement" (Balser, pers. comm.). As grey
wolf (Canis lupus), mountain lion {Felis concolor), and grizzly bear (Ursiis
horribilis) populations were decimated, the clever coyote, to use Young
and Jackson's (1951) phrase, occupied some of the niches vacated. It was
confronted with many more exploitable opportunities than before, and it
took advantage of them.
Not only is the coyote adaptable in the broad sense, it is extremely
versatile and opportunistic in feeding behavior. Numerous studies show
a broad range of foods, including prey, carrion, and even vegetable
matter, varying widely in time and space. Lagomorphs and rodents
usually predominate in the diet. Carrion is often important. Livestock
and big game, as prey, normally constitute no more than about 10-20
percent of the diet of any given population of coyotes. Distinction of live
prey and carrion in food consumed is difficult (Fichter, et al. 1955,
Korschgen 1957, Murie 1935, Gier 1968, and others).
Carnivores, such as the coyote, which do not have to depend upon a
narrow range of prey species, are capable of influencing any one
particular prey species more than carnivores with restricted diets. In the
latter case, carnivore populations are likely to respond more directly to
fluctuations in prey population than in the former case. Specifically, live
lambs are not essential to coyotes, and fluctuations in lamb populations
cannot be expected to influence coyote populations as greatly as if they
were essential; and, consequently, the coyote can act upon the lamb
supply without reducing its own food base greatly.
Still another biological consideration relates to factors affecting the
vulnerability of lambs as prey. Cain (1972) cited surveys suggesting that
predators accounted for only 24.6 percent of sheep deaths due to all
causes in the U.S.A. Fennessy (1966) and Rowley (1969) have presented
convincing evidence that predation, as an ultimate factor, is not especially
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important as a cause of death of lambs in Australia. Although it appears
to be an important proximate factor, predisposing factors such as
prolonged difficult births, maternal behavior, climatic stress, ewes' milk
production, and so on, frequently are found in cases of alleged predation.
In Texas, desertion of lambs and kids was seen to be a predisposing factor
to their predation by eagles, as observed by Heugly, and reported by
Swanson in Hill (1971).
The possible effects of climatic factors upon predation of sheep in the
rangelands of the western U.S.A. should not be underestimated. Rowley
(1969) reviewed evidence showing that in Australia, ambient
temperatures below 10°C at lambing time, especially if accompanied by
wind and precipitation, led to increased lamb mortality, and that
temperatures above 40°C contributed to deaths from dessication. Apart
from these direct effects on lamb survival, drought affects the levels of
primary and secondary productivity. Increased mortality to young of the
year is one immediate, and fairly general response to decreased primary
productivity, such as that which might be expected as a consequence of
drought. Perhaps we should consider that which is being produced as a
function of primary productivity, rather than become excessively
preoccupied with that which is consumed by coyotes, whether as prey,
carrion, or moribund lambs about to die because of other predisposing
factors.
Through our management of arid rangelands, sheep, and coyotes,
we have succeeded in establishing only a narrow range of conditions
available for study and research. We do not have extensive rangelands
dedicated to sheep production in which no coyote control is practiced, nor
do we have very many representative areas in which coyotes have been
extirpated. Consequently, there are certain important judgments about
predator control which we cannot yet make.

Systems and Methods of Managing Predators
Three general systems of predator management in the U.S.A. have
been:
— the bounty system,
— control by state trappers,
— the extension predator control approach (NAS 1970).
Each has its adherents, opponents, advantages, and disadvantages.
Concern for the effectiveness and economic efficiency of the state
trapper system led the Cain Commission (1972) to recommend expansion of the extension system. The bounty system, at least at the state
level, has become increasingly unpopular with time. Presently forty-one
State Game Departments are either opposed to any use of bounties, or
else pay no bounties.
Each of these three systems has been based upon reductional control
methods to date. They have employed the same methods, but to varying
extents: trapping, den hunting, shooting from the ground and air, and
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poisoning (little used in the extension system), with strychnine, 1080,
and coyote-getters. Recently, sport hunting of coyotes, including that by
"varmint-callers," has become more popular. Poisoning and aerial
shooting are the methods held most in contempt by environmentalists,
and are the methods recommended for curtailment in the Cain Report
(1972). HR 13152, introduced to Congress on February 16,1972, seeks to
implement some of the Cain recommendations regarding poisoning of
predators.
One long-established general objective of predator management is
that reductional control, if necessary, should be selective as to species,
and preferably, as to population, and still more preferably, as to
marauding individual, essentially Leopold's (1964) second tenet, as
already cited. There is a feeling, albeit undocumented, that the extension
system, if used with selective methods, appears to afford more hope of
reaching this objective than the other two systems.
Let us recall, though, that to date, no system of predator management has generally produced results acceptable to both the rancher and
the environmentalist, which is the heart of the rangeland predation
problem. We might hope to achieve consensus either through improvement of existing systems and methods, or through innovative development of new methods of control.
Improved animal husbandry, livestock insurance, and sport hunting
of predators, are among strategies which should improve the performance of established systems. Nielsen and Curie (1970) showed that in
Utah, a few woolgrowers sustain disproportionately high losses due to
predation, and Fennessy (1960) and others have reported a similar
situation in Australia. Evidently animal husbandry and flock management, including effective control of predators, can be applied so as to
reduce losses of sheep due to predation. Livestock insurance, little used to
date, is one means by which ranchers who suffer severe losses from
predation might be assisted. Concurrently, methods of control which are
considered offensive could be relaxed for the satisfaction of environmentalists. Few states have yet greatly exploited the sport hunting of coyotes
as an auxiliary control method, California, South Dakota, and Oklahoma
being notable exceptions.
Among possible innovative methods of control, which have not yet
been developed sufficiently for general application are reproductive
inhibitors (Linhart et al. 1968), olfactory repellents, gustatory agents,
and perhaps even behavior-modifying drugs. Indeed, researchers ought
to consider the entire range of stimuli in relation to neural reception, in
search of identifyng stimuli which are strongly repellent or aversive to
coyotes. Tully (pers. comm.) of the Colorado Wildlife Division is planning
experiments to test the value of the Great Pyrenees Sheep Dog in control
of predation by coyotes.
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Summary
The basis of the rangeland problem is that coyotes kill, or are
thought to kill, lambs and sheep at levels unacceptable to some ranchers,
and methods now being used to reduce this predation, or alleged
predation, are unacceptable to increasing numbers of the public.
Examination of the underlying biological and socio-economic principles
reveals that we do not yet know enough to maximize satisfaction, or else
minimize dissatisfaction, so as to reach a consensus concerning predator
management goals, systems, and methods. Finally, improvements in
existing systems and methods of predator control, together with
refinement of methods now in early stages of development, afford at
least some hope of a partial solution to the rangeland predation problem.
Of special concern in the arid rangelands of the western U.S.A. is the
influence of drought, as an independent variable, upon predation of
sheep by coyotes, and responses of the coyote-sheep predator-prey
system to drought and other extreme climatic stresses.
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THE IMPACT OF FEEDLOTS
Charles Bussing
Numerous changes have swept our society in the period since World
War II. The population explosion, coupled with regional shifts in
population, has not only created a much larger market to be supplied, but
has also led to new production and consumption patterns. Incomes and
standards of living have increased rapidly. These changes have had a
great effect on agriculture in general and upon the livestock sector of the
economy in particular.
Per capita consumption of meat has moved sharply upwards, and
beef has accounted for the greater part of this increase (Figure 1). Total
beef production in 1970 was more than two and one-half times as great as
in 1940. Much more impressive, however, is the trend in cattle feeding
and the output of fed beef. More than twelve million head of cattle were
on feed in the nation's feedlots on January 1, 1970; whereas, three
decades earlier less than three million cattle were being fed for market.
Traditionally the slaughter of cattle for consumption in the United
States consisted of grass-fed animals, relatively few of which were fed
grain before slaughter. The modern consumer with a larger disposable
income has demanded higher, more uniform grades of meat, and drylot
finishing has become a vital part of the beef cattle industry.*
Historically, the Corn Belt (North Central Region) has produced the
bulk of fed beef in the United States, but its share has declined relative to
other areas in recent years. In the period 1930 to 1939, the North Central
Region averaged 80 per cent of the cattle on feed; whereas, in 1970 its
share had dropped to less than 60 per cent. Although the Corn Belt is still
the nation's most important feeding area, it is losing the degree of
dominance it once had, and a major shift to the West has occurred.
The High Plains has emerged as one of the nation's leading cattle
feeding districts. It is the purpose of this paper to describe the
development of present feeding patterns in one of the important nodes of
feeding activity in the High Plains and the Northern Colorado Piedmont,
and secondly, to treat the growing problem of animal waste management
which has accompanied the recent expansion of feeding.
The importance of cattle feeding in Colorado dates from the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and may be divided historically
into two major periods. The first period of the farmer-feeder extended
from about 1900 to 1940 and serves as a temporal base for comparing
some of the subsequent changes that have taken place, at first slowly and

*The process of drylot cattle feeding involves the confinement of relatively large numbers
of cattle in a small area, the drylot, in order to feed them a controlled selection of feeds in
such a manner as to obtain the greatest possible weight gains with the lease possible cost
and time.
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Figure 1. Cattle on feed m Colorado, by county.

then at an accelerating rate into the 1970's. A number of physical and
cultural conditions contributed to the development of feeding during this
early period. Fertile soils, level land, water for irrigation, adjacent ranges,
and a semiarid climate provided a propitious environment for an
irrigated mixed farm economy. Initially, the feeding industry was based
upon irrigated roughages, especially alfalfa, and by-products from the
region's sugarbeet industry. There was an expanding market for beef,
both regionally and nationally. The concentration of the livestockslaughter industry at the Denver terminal market was closely associated
with the cattle feeding industry of the northern Piedmont and was an
important factor in the industry's location and expansion. Other factors
which aided the expansion of feeding in the irrigated Piedmont were: 1)
the promotional efforts of the Great Western Sugar Company and
Colorado State College of Agriculture, 2) the accessibility of feeder cattle
from adjacent range areas, 3) the availability of capital from local bankers
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who understood the problems of the agriculturalist in the northern
Piedmont, and 4) adequate transportation facilities for moving cattle
from range to feedlot to market. Finally, by providing work for the
farmer over the otherwise idle winter season, a more efficient use of farm
machinery, a dependable market for feed crops and crop by-products
available on the average farm, and manure for use in the crop fields,
feeding contributed to a balanced farm economy.
The feeding system that evolved can best be described as a
complementary-owner-feeder or a farmer-feeder system. Under this
system feeders would buy cattle in the fall, about the time their crops
were harvested or shortly thereafter, feed the cattle through the winter
during the slack season for farm labor, and then market the cattle in the
spring before the major cropping work of the spring and summer was
undertaken. This type of operation is a part of the total farming
operation, the farmer purchasing cattle to utilize the feed he has
produced. Feeding, as it developed in this agricultural complex, therefore,
was seasonal in nature and comparatively low in capital requirements;
and relatively small numbers of cattle were handled or turned out from
each individual operation.
A rapid expansion in the volume of cattle finishing began during
World War II, ushering in the second major feeding period — that of the
large-scale commercial feeder. The increase in feeding activity was
encouraged, in part, by wartime demand for beef and by postwar
increases in income and population. The large-scale commercial feedlot
emerged and now dominates the industry's output.
A comparison between the two major feeding periods reveals some
striking differences. First there has been a shift from small-scale seasonal operations to large-scale year-around enterprises. Unfortunately,
data on the total number of operations and on the volume of individual
operations are not available except for relatively recent years. Information obtained from the Great Western Sugar Company indicates that in
the six major sugarbeet producing counties of northeastern Colorado —
Ad^ms, Larimer, Logan, Sedgwick, and Weld — there were 2,565 cattle
feeding operations in 1953 and 1,969 in 1959. Data abstracted from
county assessors' records for 1963 show a decline to 1,203 operations in
these same six counties. Since 1963, data on the number and size of
feedlots in Colorado have been published by the Colorado Crop and
Livestock Reporting Service. An analysis of this data reveals that, during
the period from 1963 to 1970, the number of small feedlots (under 1,000
head capacity) in Colorado decreased from 1,200 to 1,092. During this
same period the number of large-scale commercial feedlots increased
from 80 to 184. Although the decline in the total number of feedlots has
leveled off in recent years, the decline in the number of small feedlots has
continued; and this trend will probably continue, but at a much slower
rate than in earlier years. Of much greater significance, however, is the
fact that the number of feeders with feedlot capacities of more than 1,000
head has increased appreciably over the last seven-year period.
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In the decade 1930 to 1939, Colorado averaged approximately
114,000 head of cattle on feed. In 1970, more than 1,900,000 head of
cattle were marketed from the state's feedlots, and Colorado accounted
for 6 per cent of the cattle fed nationally. Large-scale commercial
feedyards accounted for 84 per cent of this total.
The emergence of the commercial feeder and the rapid expansion in
the volume of cattle finishing have been accompanied by substantial
changes in the overall structure of the industry. Although the basic
objective in cattle feeding remains the same — to transform feeds and
cattle into finished beef in the most profitable manner possible — the
patterns of procurement of resources used in feeding today are different
from those of the farmer-feeder period.
The first resource component essential to the development of a
feeding industry is the availability of feeder cattle, and Colorado has long
been noted as a quality producing area. In the period prior to World War
II, local cattle played a dominant role in the state's feedlots, and one might
reasonably expect that with large numbers of quality cattle in relatively
close proximity to northeastern Colorado the same relationship would
hold in the present period; however, such is no longer the case. Despite
the increased production of beef calves over the last decade, Colorado has
become increasingly dependent on outside areas for its supply of feeder
cattle.
The expansion of year-around feeding has led to a demand for feeder
cattle throughout the year, but often cattle cannot be obtained locally
when they are needed. The lack of a local supply has necessitated an
expansion of the supply area and the import of additional cattle to
augment the local supply. Until 1957, the number of cattle and calves
produced in the State exceeded fed cattle marketings; however, since
1957 Colorado has been a net importing state. The typical flow pattern
for the movement of feeder and stocker cattle is complex.
Surplus feeder cattle from Colorado have traditionally moved to the
Corn Belt for feeding. The majority of these cattle are good to choice
feeders, for which Corn Belt farmers have been willing to pay a premium.
Commercial feeders in Colorado have, in turn, shipped in greater
numbers of common to medium quality cattle from the Southern States.
Not only do Colorado feeders have a positive price differential in buying
southern cattle, but also performance in the feedlot has proved to be
excellent as well. Because of Colorado's central location in relation to
major surplus producing states, the availability and cost of cattle should
not prove to be a limiting factor in the continued expansion of the
feeding industry.
The second major resource essential to the development of a feeding
industry is the availability of feed. Although the nutritional requirements of cattle are rather clearly defined within certain maximums
and minimums, each feedlot has a different set of conditions depending
on such factors as the materials-handling system utilized, which
eliminates some feeds; the type and weight of cattle; the economics of the
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feeds available; and likes and dislikes ot the feeder. Therefore, there is
great variability in the rations utilized from operation to operation.
Important technological developments have taken place over the
years, as well, and have led to changes in the typical rations fed. At the
turn of the century information on livestock feeding and animal
nutrition was exceedingly limited. Hormones, vitamins, antibiotics, and
trace minerals were entirely unknown. Experimental results were
limited, and nutritional data were fragmentary; consequently, largely
out of necessity, feeding was based mainly on the experience of
successful feeders.
The development of commercial feeding in the current period has led
to numerous changes. In general, there has been a shift to higher-energy
feeds. Today the typical ration would be composed of 50 to 60 per cent
roughage, of 30 to 40 per cent grain, and 5 to 10 per cent would include a
protein supplement, other high-energy feeds, and various additives.
The availability of a high quality roughage supply was a major factor
in the development of feeding in the farmer-feeder period. In the growth
of feeding in recent years, roughage availability has continued to play a
major role. Today, approximately three-fourths of the total roughage
requirement is composed of silage, and one-quarter hay. Because of its
bulky nature, roughage cannot be moved any great distance economically
and has been a major factor in the localization of feeding.
In recent years, grain has taken on more importance in cattle feeding
rations. Corn, barley, and sorghum account for the bulk of the grain
consumed in the State's feedlots, but lesser amounts of wheat, oats, rye,
and millet are fed as well. Although Colorado has had a net deficiency in
feed grain production in the past decade, the State is favorably situated in
relation to major surplus production areas in the Great Plains. Feed
grains have been, are, and will likely continue to be abundant for the
cattle feeders of the northern Piedmont.
Nutritionists and feeders in the last decade or two have increased
considerably their scientific knowledge concerning balanced rations and
efficient procedures for feeding cattle. This improvement is reflected in
the finishing of cattle at a younger age and at lighter weights with less
excess fat. These changes have been accompanied by a changing
composition in the various rations fed. Techniques of flaking grain and
cooking grain for greater feeding efficiency are now commonly used in
commercial operations. Overall, it appears that Colorado has a highly
diverse feed resource base. Feed availability and cost should not prove to
be limiting factors in the future expansion of cattle feeding.
The changes are from small-scale seasonal operations to large-scale
year-around enterprises, from an industry based on local resources to an
industry necessitating the inter-area transfer of resources, from individually owned income-supplementing farms to corporate "beef
factories." The philosophy of "the eye of the master fatteneth his cattle,"
an adage long held by feeders, to that of scientific research and
technology (supplementing the "eye of the master" in the commercial
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operation of the early 1970's) has contributed to changes in other sectors
of the industry.
Because of the large scale of commercial operations, individual
feedlot slaughter cattle markets have been created by the direct sale of
uniform lots of cattle on a year-around basis. Because of feeders'
increasing reliance on direct selling to packers, the Denver terminal
market has declined in importance. The decentralization of packing away
from the Denver market has been an attempt to gain certain advantages
such as being closer to producers and to offset certain disadvantages such
as obsolete packing-house facilities. Improved truck transportation,
effective refrigeration, and innovations in communication have worked
hand in hand to make decentralized packing economically feasible.
The development of large-scale commercial feedlots in the last two
decades and the spread of urbanization to house an increasing population
have led to new problems for both city dwellers and cattle feeders.
Urbanites are offended by feedlot odors, dust, and insects, while feeders
are facing greater problems related to manure management and disposal.
In the farmer-feeder period, when the number of cattle fed in
individual operations was small, the amount of waste produced was
relatively limited. The wastes decomposed and were recycled through
the soil with a minimum of direct release into water, and the animal
waste that accumulated in the barnyard during the winter months could
readily be disposed of on cropland as fertilizer.
The increasingly serious problem of manure management has
developed with the confined feeding of large numbers of cattle in small
areas and the production of manure at a rapid, unending rate. The
commercial feeder is a specialist without cropland and, unlike the farmerfeeder, has no easy way of getting rid of the manure.
The magnitude of the problem of manure accumulation and disposal
can be appreciated by comparing the daily amount of waste voided by
man in relation to that of the cattle he raises. Although the amount of
waste produced by cattle varies seasonally and with the type of ration fed,
a 1,000-pound animal normally produces about 64 pounds of waste a day.
A 150-pound man will eliminate an average of 3.9 pounds of waste a day .is
Apart from the problem of disposal, feedlot manure is often a source
of water, soil and air pollution. Unfortunately, feedlot pollution,
although significant enough to warrant corrective measures, has been
secondary to the larger problem of municipal and industrial wastes, and
therefore, has received considerably less attention. Although present
knowledge does not allow a quantitative prediction on the degree of
pollution that can be expected from a given feedlot on a given occasion,
the general nature and effects of the problem can be noted.
Feedlot wastes are, by their nature, highly pollutional, and pollution
of surface watercourses from feedlot drainage has been observed in a
number of instances. In addition to surface runoff, shallow infiltration
from feedlots to adjacent watercourses may occur during moist cycles.
Most of the waste material carried into a stream during surface
runoff is small particulate matter and material in solution and is not.
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therefore, readily evident to the eye. Occasionally, under conditions of
high runoff velocities, solid waste may be carried directly into a stream as
a "slug" load. The effect on the receiving stream can be disastrous,
causing health hazards, creating foul odors, and resulting in fish kills.
Pollutants can be carried great distances, thereby lowering the quality of
the environment over wide areas.
More than 50 organisms originating from livestock wastes can be
carried by water and transmitted to man." Although epidemiological
investigations have not been conducted on the incidence of zoonotic
diseases, it is known that leptospirosis and salmonellosis are potential
zoonotic disease problems in the South Platte Basin. The opportunity for
transmission of disease from animal to animal is considered to be greater
than from animal to man because stream water from the South Platte
River is not used as a private or public water source for human
consumption. Disease may also be transmitted by body contact in
recreation, such as swimming, and from the use of irrigated vegetables
that have been watered from polluted streams.
Cattle feedlot runoff is a high-strength organic waste, high in
oxygen-demanding material. The removal of oxygen from water by
biological and chemical oxygen-demanding materials in feedlot waste
may result in fish kills. Detailed data are not available on fish kills in
Colorado; however, of 93 major fish kills reported in Kansas during the
period 1963 to 1967, 60 per cent were attributable to feedlot wastes."
A growing problem in the South Platte Basin is the pollution of
ground water resources by nitrogen compounds. Nitrogen accumulation
affects the shallow water aquifers and is basically caused by the recycling
of water for irrigation and the use of water-soluble chemical fertilizers.
Feedlots are capable of adding substantially to the nitrogen pollution in
local areas because of heavy surface loading of nitrogenous compounds in
the feedlot manure. While data are not conclusive as yet, it seems
reasonable that feedlots are contributing their proportionate share of
pollutants to ground water sources.
A number of variables affect the degree of pollution that can be
expected from a given feedlot. A study on cattle feedlot runoff conducted
in Kansas indicates that the greatest pollutant concentrations are found
during warm weather because feedlot wastes are more soluble at higher
temperatures; therefore, runoff concentrations are higher during the
summer. In addition, pollutants derived from moist manure are more
readily transported than those from dry manure. As the contact time
between water and solids lengthens, the greater is the quantity of
material dissolved; therefore, runoff generated by a low-intensity,
protracted rainfall contains a much higher quantity of pollutants than
that generated by a heavy rainfall of short duration.n In addition to
precipitation, temperature and other environmental factors (including
slope, soil composition, location and volume of the receiving stream),
feedlot size and cleanliness of the feedlot also affect the degree of
pollution.
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Potential water pollution from feedlots in northeastern Colorado is
probably of less importance than that in states to the east, in spite of the
large human population-equivalent of the fresh manure produced in
Colorado. The most apparent reason is differences in the amount and
pattern of precipitation. In Kansas, where heavy pollution from feedlot
runoff has occurred, annual precipitation is about 35 inches; and average
monthly totals from May through September are greater than three
inches. In northeastern Colorado, annual precipitation is closely related
to elevation. Yearly totals decrease from 16 to 19 inches on the High
Plains to approximately 12 inches in the Greeley area in the central
portion of the Colorado Piedmont, then increase rapidly to 18 inches or
more along the mountain front. Only in the month of May does the
monthly average exceed two inches. Lower precipitation totals coupled
with low relative humidities promote surface drying in feedlots and
lessen the probability of pollutants entering a stream when infrequent
rains do occur.
Atmospheric pollution from feedlot odor and dust is the most overt
problem related to feedlot waste in the northern Piedmont. The odor
problem is acute in the Greeley area and has caused widespread public
complaints. Odor problems affect northeast Denver, Longmont,
Brighton, Ft. Morgan, Brush, and Sterling, but are apparently of less
magnitude than in the Greeley area.
When manure is moist, it tends to emit more odor than when it is
dry. When manure is dry, it may blow, causing particulate air pollution.
Thus, the intensity of odor varies considerably from season to season and
with different weather patterns.
In Greeley, a community survey indicated that air pollution, and
more specifically atmospheric odor, was one of the two community
problems of greatest concern to the average citizen. The Greeley
Chamber of Commerce feels that Greeley has lost industries interested
in locating in the city because of the odor problem, and has further noted
that one major petroleum company routes tourists around Greeley
because of the smell.
The livestock-feeding industry has undergone rapid changes in
scale, and the confined feeding of thousands of animals in small areas has
led to a growing problem of animal waste management. Animal wastes
have become a major source of pollution, and the quality of the
environment has been lowered over wide areas in the South Platte Basin.
Various individuals and groups have taken cognizance of the actual and
potential effects of feedlot pollution. Because more research is being
directed to the study of feedlot pollution, solutions to the problems are
beginning to emerge.

/
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BENEFICIAL RECYCLING OF WASTE*
John R. Sheaffer
There are several changes in broad national programs that have the
potential to influence the management of wastes in the United States.
These changes will be discussed briefly in this paper. Following the
discussions an effort will be made to relate these changes to the High
Plains.
Comprehensive Wastewater Management
Perhaps the most significant change is the no-discharge of pollutants
goal which is the hallmark of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
Amendments of 1972.1 These amendments suggest a technological
change. To illustrate, when the amendments were presented to the
Senate, Senator Muskie stated, "these policies together with the
requirements to be applied to industrial and other point sources in Phase I
and Phase II, simply mean that streams and rivers are no longer to be
considered part of the waste treatment process. This fact has in turn
meant that advanced waste treatment, a level of treatment not generally
required under existing law and a level of treatment for which the
technology in some respects may not yet exist for practical application,
will be required for every community in the Nation."2 The report
accompanying the House version of the amendments states that the
congressional committee intends that the Administrator shall emphasize
land disposal techniques. If the goal of eliminating the discharge of
pollutants into our nation's waters is to be achieved, land disposal of the
waste from treatment works will be necessary. This report helps to
establish the legislative intent; court cases generally are resolved on
those grounds.
From the above, it is evident that the Congress was drafting
legislation to shift from traditional sewage treatment technology to more
ecologically sound systems — systems which recycle nutrients, reclaim
water, and confine and contain those pollutants not recycled so as to
prevent their migration to cause water or air pollution.
Accompanying the no-discharge of pollutants goal was the adoption
of an amendment in the House which broadened the scope and sought to
change the character of wastewater management programs. This
amendment was proposed from the floor of the House and passed by a
250- to 130-vote margin. The amendment reads as follows: "The
Administrator shall encourage waste treatment management which
results in the construction of revenue-producing facilities for 1) the
*At the request of the Editor, portions of this paper were revised (in 1974) since its
original presentation in Fort Collins in 1972.
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recycling of potential sewage pollutants in the production of agriculture,
silviculture or agricultural products or any combination thereof, 2) the
confined and contained disposal of pollutants not recycled, 3) the
reclamation of wastewater, and 4) the ultimate disposal of sludge in a
manner that will not result in environmental hazard. The Administrator
shall encourage waste treatment management which results in integrating facilities for sewage treatment and recycling with facilities to
treat, dispose of, or utilize other industrial and municipal wastes,
including but not limited to solid wastes and waste heat and thermal
discharges. Such integrated facilities shall be designed and operated to
produce revenues in excess of cost and such revenues shall be used by the
designated regional management agencies to aid in financing other
environmental improvement programs. The Administrator shall encourage waste treatment management which combines open space and
recreational consideration with such management."^
This amendment is mandatory. It does not permit the Administrator
to act in a discretionary manner but rather commands him to encourage
these changes.
In essence, this amendment promotes three basic changes in
wastev\ater programs. First, it shifts from a treatment and disposal
strategy (destruct strategy) to a management and beneficial-use
strategy. Pollutants are viewed in resource terms as potential resources
out-of-place. Second, the amendment casts wastewater treatment as a
multiple-purpose endeavor. It is to be integrated with the production of
agriculture, silviculture, and/or aquaculture products. It is to be integrated with sludge management and use, solid-waste disposal, and
waste heat and thermal discharges; and, also it is to be incorporated with
efforts to achieve open space and recreational facilities. Lastly, the
Amendment strives to encourage the development of wastewater
treatment facilities that produce revenue. This revenue is to be a means
to an end, not an end in itself. It is to help finance other environmental
improvements.

Recognition of Non-Returnables
Another significant national change and one which is related to the
legislation previously discussed, is a growing awareness of nonreturnables. Not only non-returnable bottles, non-returnable paper,
non-returnable plastics, but also non-returnable nutrients. Barry Commoner, in testimony before the Illinois Pollution Control Board,
highlighted the need to return nutrients when he stated, "I am just
proposing a very simple thing: lend the nitrogen to the city folks, but get
it back."* A similar position was expressed by Benjamin J. Reynolds, a
dairy farmer in Pennsylvania. He stated the following: "By utilizing
agricultural grounds for the disposal of treated municipal effluent and
agricultural waste, we can create the greenbelts that our planners are
dreaming of. This will provide areas of lush green crops and verdant
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woods which will be aesthetically pleasing to the eyes. These lush green
fields and woods will provide open space for our ever-growing population, increase food production, provide more nursery trees to beautify
our landscape, provide more board feet of lumber for our use. As Hike to
term it, this would be tax paying open space producing highly salable
crops for our economy. I feel the strongest benefit besides the production
of food and fiber will be the cooperation engendered between our urban
neighbors and our rural communities."s
Although there are advocates who are concerned with nonreturnables and their effects, a degraded environment, it is evident that
dual standards regulate the flow of goods in interstate commerce. For
example, the flow of products to urban areas is not hindered by
unreasonable regulations. But the necessary return of these products
when they are no longer wanted, which urban America does not consume, is unduly hindered. To illustrate, in 1970 the state of Maine, in a
special session of the 104th Legislature, adopted an act prohibiting the
dumping of out-of-state waste matter." What would be the reaction in
Maine if other states prohibited the importation of Maine potatoes, or
Maine paper products unless they were returnable?
The Senate attempted to approach this problem in their version of
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972. In the
draft, the Secretary of the Army was given quick-take powers of eminent
domain to be used upon request by the Governor or the Regional Agency
in securing necessary land for waste treatment management.^ This
provision, however, was dropped in the enacted version of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972. Thus, the problem of
non-returnable nutrients continues, for urban areas have difficulty in
commanding space for recycling in rural areas.

Power to the People
The final proposed change is commonly referred to as returning
power back to the people. This concept is related generally to revenue
sharing. However, unless people are provided with a range of choice,
they will have no power. Thus, the Corps of Engineers has been given a
new mission. Its mission is to formulate alternative waste treatment
management systems for major urban areas in the United States.» It is
interesting to note that many of the states which support the concept of
power back to the people oppose the formulation of any wastewater
management plan other than the one they currently have and are
attempting to implement. Alternatives in their judgements are strictly
locational in nature. Do we run the interceptor down Fifth Street or
Seventh Street? Do we locate the treatment plant at this point or at that
point? Do we have two or three plants? But the technology remains
constant.
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A Working Example
These three changes in National programs have been incorporated
in the planning and implementation of the wastewater management
system in Muskegon County, Michigan. I would like to take a few
moments to discuss this, even though it is not in the High Plains, to
illustrate the components of an operating system. The Muskegon plan
involves the use of wastewater from an urban industrialized area as
agricultural resources and, in the process, achieves a high degree of
treatment so that the reclaimed water meets Public Health Service
drinking water quality standards. The design capacity of the system will
serve the 1992 requirements of the industrialized county with a
population of 170,000 persons generating an average flow of 43.4 million
gallons of wastewater per day (approximately 50 percent of the flow is
from industries).' The system consists of six basic components: 1) a
collection and transport system, 2) biological treatment cells, 3) storage
basins, 4) irrigation land and facilities, 5) a living filter — the soil, and 6) a
drainage network to retrieve the reclaimed water. Figure 1 presents an
illustrative site plan for the system. In the collection and transport
element, wastewater from 13 municipalities and a number of industries
is joined together in a regional system which conveys the wastewater
eastward from the lakefront to a geologically suited area located
approximately 11 miles from the urban center. Here the wastewater is
given biological treatment in the aerated treatment cells which have low
construction and operational costs. The three-day treatment period in
the cells mitigates the potential of biological upsets and toxic spills
because of the buffering effects of three days volume of flow that is
always contained in the system. The biologically stabilized wastewater is
then discharged into the storage basins so there is no need to irrigate
during the winter or during times when it is raining or there is heavy
wind. The stored wastewater is then applied to agricultural land through
rotating pivot irrigation rigs. The spray is directed downward under low
pressure to minimize aerosol drift. There are a series of processes
underway in the soil — plant uptake, adsorption, fixation, volatilization,
ion exchange, and filtration which renovate the water. An underdrainage
system throughout the irrigated area collects the water as it moves
through the soil. The quality is then monitored and it is then available for
discharge or reuse. This underdrainage system is critical, particularly in
the High Plains for it results in a flow-through system. With a flowthrough system, the salts will not accumulate and affect adversely soil
productivity and groundwater quality.
The Muskegon wastewater management system provides the
opportunity to develop a number of synergistic effects. The 10,000 acres
at the wastewater treatment and management site not only is going to
provide tertiary treatment of the wastewater, but also is going to provide
for sludge management and use, and produce agricultural products. In
addition, in a portion of the site where groundwater conditions are
controlled, a sanitary landfill has been established to use solid wastes to
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create a sculptured berm. The storage lagoons have the potential to serve
as cooling ponds for a power generating facility. Consumers Power has
secured an option on several hundred acres for this purpose. If the facility
is constructed, heat from the power plant will be dissipated in the storage
basin and this will beneficially affect crop growth. Finally, the entire
10,000 acres has the potential to serve as a small game hunting and
winter sports area during the winter. During the growing season it
serves as a strategic green space — one that helps block urban sprawl.
This array of activities at a single site offers the potential to generate
significant amounts of revenue. To illustrate, the sale of crops can
produce gross revenue in excess of $1,000,000. (The first agricultural
year's production 1974 should amount to 300,000 bushels of corn
@$3.90 per bushel.) The sanitary landfill has the potential to generate
substantial revenue from dumping fees. A reasonable estimate of
revenue would be $300,000 per year. This amount has not been realized
as yet for two reasons. First, the State has allowed other landfills with no
groundwater protection to continue operating. These sites draw
business from the wastewater site. Second, there has been no aggressive
marketing effort to develop regional use (a three-county area) of the site.
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A reasonable payment for the cooling services, the storage lagoons,
could provide to the electrical utility would be $2,500,000 per year. This
amounts to an annual potential revenue of $3,800,000.*
The local share of the construction costs for the entire system have
been financed with a $16,000,000 bond issue. The local interests paid for
all the land. On an annual basis, Muskegon County must raise
$1,600,000 for debt retirement (20-year bonds at 7 percent interest) and
$1,368,750 for annual operating costs (30 mg per day times $125/mg).
Together, the average annual costs amount to $2,968,750 but the
potential annual revenue amounts to $3,800,000 or a benefit-cost ratio of
1.3 from a local standpoint.
It has been suggested that the quest for clean water will bankrupt
our nation. Obviously, the validity of such a statement is related to the
means employed to achieve clean water. If it is achieved as a singlepurpose strategy, perhaps it will bankrupt our nation. But if it is achieved
through a multipurpose program that consolidates solid waste management, industrial cooling, and recreational space with the production of
agricultural and silvicultural products then our nation can afford clean
water. Clean water will, in all likelihood, be achieved not because we
desire clean water, but because we desperately need the pollutants
(resources out-of-place) that are causing the degradation.
Application to High Plains
In the light of the Muskegon system, one might ask, "What is the
potential of such systems to the High Plains?" There is a widespread
debate over whether we should manage and use wastes on the land or
whether we should attempt to upgrade sewage treatment facilities and
continue to deposit the residual into streams and lakes. There is a
growing body of information that documents the effectiveness of land
treatment. The Corps of Engineers has initiated state-of-the-art
research at the University of Washington and at the Cold Regions
Research Engineering Laboratory in Hanover, New Hampshire.i° Both
of these studies have concluded that land treatment is an efficient means
of managing wastewater. A general review of wastewater recycling in
the High Plains was presented at the 33rd Annual Conference of the
Chemurgic Council, n This review concluded that the land treatment of
sewage effluent is environmentally sound and it has the capacity of
capturing the imagination and support of the average citizen.
If one accepts the workability of wastewater recycling in the High
Plains, the next obvious question is related to economic feasibility. There
is recent information that relates to this topic. In Muskegon County, the
system described earlier has a capacity of 43.4 mgd and a construction
cost (including land) of approximately $36 million. At the time the
*This number differs from what has been published earlier by the author in The
American County Magazine (February 1972) and The DePaul Law
Review, Vol XXI (Summer 1972)No. 4. The reason being changes in yield estimates
and grain futures.
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Muskegon system was being constructed, bids were opened for the
construction of a 30 mgd traditional plant in Cook County, Illinois. Low
bid was in excess of $43,000,000 (not including land).
This same cost advantage has been found for even large regional
systems. A special study of regional wastewater management systems
for the Chicago Metropolitan Area was undertaken in response to a
specific White House request. ^^ This study compared three basic
alternative systems. One system was an advanced biological treatment
approach which adds physical and chemical treatment processes to
traditional plants to remove nutrients and improve treatment efficiency.
Another alternative was the purely physical-chemical approach in which
the biological treatment elements are eliminated. The final system was a
land treatment system, analogous to the Muskegon system. In the
Chicago area the wastewater flows amount to 2.3 billion gallons a day.
The capital cost for these three systems is as follows: the advance
biological would require an investment of $3.6 billion in addition to the
$824 million existing investment. The physical-chemical process would
require an investment of $2.98 billion and the land treatment system
would require an investment of $2.0 billion. In terms of annual operation
and maintenance, the advanced biological will cost 26<ta thousand gallons
to operate, the physical-chemical will cost 25<t a thousand gallons to
operate, and the land treatment will cost 9<t a thousand gallons to
operate. All of these costs are well-documented in a 300-page cost annex,
all based on bids or actual construction experience.
In Boulder, Colorado, an analysis of wastewater management
opportunities showed land treatment to be more cost effective than
advanced waste treatment plants.i^
Another question raised regarding land treatment is its long-term
effects. The long-term effects of irrigating wastewater can be studied at
Melbourne, Australia. Since 1893, the City of Melbourne has been
irrigating a 26,000-acre farm with raw sewage. Careful analyses of the
soil, plants, and animals have not shown any deleterious effects.i"*
Another question raised is health effects. Dr. Melvin A. Benarde of
Hahnemann Medical College and Hospital prepared an appraisal of The
Health Effects of Land Disposal of Treated Sewage Effluents. He
concluded, from a communicable disease viewpoint, that land disposal is
far less hazardous than disposal into rivers and streams. However the
question of health effects is still raised.
It appears that after extensive research and development, the same
questions continue: construction bids do not resolve the questions of
cost, assessments by the medical profession do not resolve the questions
of health. A large body of information is emerging on the subject of
wastewater recycling through land treatment. In too many quarters, it is
either being ignored or aggressively attacked. As professionals, we
should subject this information to critical evaluations. But as the
information is proved, we must build upon it. We must ask questions in
order to get at answers. The time has passed when it is acceptable to ask
questions in order to delay action.
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REGIONAL ALTERNATIVES
Gilbert F. White
Four questions running through the discussions relate to the future
of this High Plains region. Each bears on the way in which scientific
inquiry can contribute to choice among the variety of alternatives that
are open to those who manage the region's resources of land, water, air
and wildlife.
The first is the problem of scientific uncertainty and public decision.
This was highlighted by Lansford with respect to weather modification
and by Cringan on the handling of predators. What is a wise public policy
in the face of lack of knowledge and consequent uncertainty as to the
effect of technological innovation? We don't know with any confidence
the full consequences of weather modification; we are not at all clear
what would be the effects of major changes in policy for handling
predators. Grant observes that much more is known about cloudseeding
effects in the mountains than in the plains.
Presented with this situation, how do scientists and administrators
respond? Do we take a conservative position and fail to experiment with
these innovations? Or do we push ahead with what might be an
attractive, new program? Do we foster experiments, as with mountain
snow accumulation, but hold back on full-scale operations? Here, we
should recognize that speed is a merit only when we know the direction in
which we are going. It may well be at times that a position of caution will
help us move faster toward the goal of regional well-being than will
frenetic application of new technological devices. This may be the case
with respect to weather modification.
At base, the problem is one of risk assessment. How do the people of
the region weigh the uncertainties? Is it not simply a matter of deciding
what are "undue risks" in cloudseeding, or waste treatment or predator
control: it involves deciding how the relevant facts and doubts can be
presented fairly to those affected.
The second question has to do with how interested people are
presented with alternative technologies. It is highlighted by Sheaffer's
comments on radically changing views of what seem to be desirable
public objectives in dealing with waste. As we are all aware, the nation
has moved from a position of thinking of waste as being disposable in
streams, to a position of diluting it in streams, then to thinking of treating
it before it gets into the streams, and now to what is called land
treatment. To a scientific group, one interesting aspect is that people
associated with particular disciplines and technologies tend to become
enmeshed in defined postures with respect to what are considered
desirable and socially acceptable techniques. Waste disposal history is an
illustration. Sheaffer argues that in a frankly experimental and pioneering kind of adventure he encounters great resistance from scientific and
professional groups. His enthusiastic efforts to explore new technologies
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and institutional arrangements are met by cool denial. A number of
similar issues are in the wings: strip-mining renovation, underground
gasification, and others. Scientists have a special role in trying to see that
conflicting claims for new technologies are sorted out and appraised. For
that purpose they can set up special technology assessments or joint
investigations or forums. Land treatment needs such an airing. Coal
mine renovation is getting it.
The third question relates to the implicit assumption in much of the
discussion: that we face a long period of very rapid growth of population
in the Rocky Mountain and fiigh Plains areas. This can be challenged
without espousing the Club of Rome limits of growth polemics to which
American society has been exposed in recent weeks. That highly
simplified interpretation of the future represents a strong current of
thought on what the future may hold with respect to population and
industrial growth. Whatever may be the causes, we have "Boulders"
today that are actively trying to manage their growth toward a slow
growth objective.* judging from what has been undertaken so far, there
are strong reasons to doubt that local ventures will in themselves turn
the tide. But there also are grounds for challenging the linear projections
of population curves for the United States and the region.
We might ask ourselves a different kind of a question with respect to
the region. What would be the effect of planning for a slow-growth or nogrowth situation that might prevail 20 or 30 years from now? Would the
speculations make us less ready or more ready to try to meet the
postulated demands? Some of the changes in birth rates in the United
States in recent years give support. Many Colorado counties decline
while a few burgeon. The implications of no-growth or very slow growth
for sectors of the region need systematic exploration.
The fourth question relates to spatial tradeoffs. We all recognize the
intricate linkages between environmental interventions such as water
storage or cloudseeding and the welfare of neighboring or distant areas.
Increasingly, Ogallala ground supplies will be viewed in conjunction with
Platte surface flows.
On the world scene today, there is talk of pollution havens, of letting
the developing countries establish places where genuinely polluting
activities can be carried out for the benefit of the developed countries.
The same process is afoot in parts of this region. People do not change the
basic technology of feedlots and the polluting consequences, although
that is possible. They move the lot into a presumably less objectionable
location. Consider the environmental impacts of weather modification in
the Rockies. The primary justification for weather modification is to
provide more water for irrigation activities downstream. The need

*Editor's Note: Boulder, Colorado at the time of this presentation was in the process of
evaluating its growth policy in response to public mandate. It has since been published as

Exploring Options for the Future: A Study of Growth in Boulder
C o u n t y , Boulder Area Growth Study Commission, 10 vols., Nov.
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1973.

results from over-expansion of works beyond the what turned out to be
the dry-year supply of water for Arizona and California or for a new oil
shale plant. What are the economic and political equities between
modifying climate and possible environment in one part of the country in
order to save a faltering investment in another part? Currently we have
no effective machinery to thoroughly analyze and adjudicate these social
tradeoff issues. It would be comforting to think that based on the recent
report from the Colorado Environmental Commission positive measures
may be taken in Colorado.
Soberly, we must recognize that for all our concern about these
spatial impacts of new interventions, our society thus far has shown itself
largely incapable of managing them with balance and vision. So far, there
is no thorough and lucid means of presenting the alternatives so that the
people affected can be aware of what they are gaining and losing.
To develop more effective means calls for more thoughtful inputs
from biological, physical and social scientists. It will involve improved
methods of explaining the risks, assessing the competing technologies,
and reminding the people of the region that their future need not be a
linear projection of recent trends.
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